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D. Smidt 

Wir trauern um unseren lieben Freund und Kollegen Leonardo Caldarola. 

Unser tiefes Mitgefühl gilt seiner Gattin und seinen beiden Kindern. 

Mit großer Betroffenheit haben wir alle die Nachricht von seinem so 

plötzlichen Tode aufgenommen. Wir können es nicht fassen, daß dieser 

brillante, liebenswerte und humorvolle Mann uns nicht mehr begegnen 

wird, uns nicht mehr in seinem lebhaften Stil seine originellen Gedan

ken vortragen wird und uns nicht mehr durch die Erzählung einer der 

vielen Geschichten aus dem Schatz seiner Erlebnisse erheitern wird. 

Der Tod, gegen den wir Menschen machtlos sind, hat einer glänzenden 

und international anerkannten wissenschaftlichen Laufbahn ein allzu 

frühes Ende gesetzt. Die, die ihm am nächsten standen und die er nun 

zurückläßt, können Trost nur in ihrem Glauben finden. Aber wir wissen, 

daß er nicht umsonst gelebt hat. Seine Kinder werden seinen Namen 

weitertragen, und seine wissenschaftlichen Leistungen werden sein 

Gedenken bei Menschen buchstäblich in der ganzen Welt lebendig halten. 

Unsere freundschaftliche Erinnerung aber wird ihn weiter sehen als 

einen Mann voller wahrhaft schöpferischer Gedanken, einen unermüdli

chen Arbeiter, dabei mit wachem Sinn für die vielfältige Komik im 

menschlichen Leben. So, als im wahrsten Sinne des Wortes "liebens

wert", werden wir an ihn denken. 
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M. Dalle Donne 

Caro Leonardo, caro Cavaliere, 

io, noi, non ti vogliamo ricordare com'eri gli ultimi giorni: 

stanco, ammalato, con gli occhi pieni di paura. Ti vogliamo ricordare 

come eri ai tempi dell' Agip, o ai tempi dell' Inghilterra: pronto allo 

scherze o alla discussione interminabile di politica o di fisica. 

Di quando passeggiavi avanti indietro, vestito di nero, nei corridori 

di Durley Hall, di quando andavi in Cornovaglia con gli amici scozzesi, 

o di quella volta dell' urlo del giaguaro. 0 di quando si cantava insieme: 

"Mamma son tanto felice" nella camera attigua a quella di Häfele. 0 di 

quando, dopo un anno appena qui a Karlsruhe, presentasti, unico straniero, 

una relazione allo Status Bericht del Reattore Veloce. 0 di quando ti 

apprestavi a tornare in Italia, convinto di dare un contributo al risolleva

mento dell' energia nucleare italiana. 

Se, adesso, tu mi vedi, Leonardo, se mi senti, mi capisci al volo. Per gli 

altri, per quelli ehe non ti conoscono cosi bene, come ti conoscevo io, 

posso dire ehe eri un uomo buono, generoso, a volte ingenuo; serio, pessi

mista, poco facile alle confidenze; prudente, tranquillo, generalmente 

controllato; profondamente intelligente, con una capacita straordinaria, 

sbalorditiva, di concentrarsi su un soggetto, di sviscerarlo nei suoi 

minimi particolari. Un Italiano del Sud: con i difetti e i pregi, soprattutto 

i pregi, dell' Italiano del Sud: per te la tua famiglia, tuo padre, tua 

madre, tuo fratello, tua sorella, tua moglie e i tuoi figli, soprattutto 

i figli, e il tuo lavoro scientifico erano tutto. E in questo avevi ragione, 

perehe sono queste due cose, i figli e il tuo lavoro scientifico, ehe ti 

permettono di vivere ancora un po', altre la morte. 

Ciao Leonardo, 
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Die Zeit von 1960 bis 1975 

Leonardo Caldarola im Institut für Augewandte Reaktorphysik (IAR) 

des Kernforschungszentrums Karlsruhe 

Wolf Häfele 

1960 war der Beginn des Projektes Schneller Brüter im Kernforschungszentrum 

Karlsruhe. Bald kam es zu der Assoziation mit Euratom, ein Schritt, der für 

das Projekt von wesentlicher Bedeutung war. Im Vollzug dieser Assoziation kam 

Leonardo Caldarola als italienischer Wissenschaftler, der Euratom-Bediensteter 

war, in das damals gerade neu gegründete Institut für Augewandte Reaktorphysik 

(IAR). Dieses Institut war sehr stark auf das Projekt Schneller Brüter ausge

richtet; die Personalunion Projektleiter Schneller Brüter - Institutsleiter 

legte das nahe. 

Im Institut für Augewandte Reaktorphysik verfolgte Leonardo Caldarola im 

Laufe der Zeit drei große Problemkreise, die alle für das Projekt Schneller 

Brüter von erheblicher Bedeutung waren. Bei allen drei Problernkreisen machte 

Leonardo Caldarola von seiner großen theoretischen Begabung Gebrauch, die in 

höchst seltener Art und Weise Mathematik und Ingenieurkunst miteinander ver

einte, 

De~ erste Problernkreis betraf die wissenschaftliche Nutzung des SEFOR-Reaktors. 

Dieses deutsch-amerikanische Reaktorexperiment in Arkansas, USA, diente der 

Messung des Dopplerkoeffizienten unter weitgehend echten Bedingungen des Be

triebes eines Leistungsreaktors, Insbesondere waren auch Oszillatorexperimente 

vorgesehen, die zunächst in gewohnter Weise vorsahen, eine Reaktivitätsoszil

lation zustande kommen zu lassen, um aus den so hervorgerufenen Leistungsschwan

kungen die Größe und Dynamik des wirksamen Leistungskoeffizienten herzuleiten. 

Natürlich sind immer mehrere Koeffizienten im Spiel, der Dopplerkoeffizient ist 

keineswegs der einzige, Hier brachte nun Leonardo Caldarola den Gedanken ein, 
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die Leistungsschwankungen durch eine zweite Oszillation, nämlich die des 

Kühlmittelstroms, zu kompensieren. Es liegt in der Natur der Sache, daß 

durch ein solches Balanced Oscillator Experiment deutlich mehr Informationen 

gewonnen werden können als bei einem einfachen Oszillatorexperiment, insbe

sondere konnte der Dopplerkoeffizient besser von den übrigen Koeffizienten 

getrennt werden. Leonardo Caldarola hat aber nicht nur die Theorie dieses 

Balanced Oscillator-Experimentes entworfen, sondern auch die dazugehörigen 

Apparaturen technisch entwickelt und das Experiment dann schließlich mit gro

ßem Erfolg durchgeführt. 

Anfang der siebziger Jahre griff Leonardo Caldarola ein anderes großes Arbeits

gebiet auf, das für das Projekt Schneller Brüter wohl von noch größerer Bedeu

tung war: Die auf das seit längerer Zeit bekannte Phänomen der Dampfexplosion 

zurückgehende Brennstoff-Natrium-Wechselwirkung. Heute überblicken wir deut

licher, wie sehr sich das Genehmigungsverfahren für kommerzielle und prototy

pische Kernkraftwerke Anfang der siebziger Jahre verschärfte, Insbesondere 

galt das auch für den SNR 300, den deutschen MWel Prototyp eines Schnellen 

Brüters. In solchem Zusammenhang war deutlich geworden, daß die Dynamik des 

sogenannten Bethe-Tait-Störfalles eingeht, Es war entscheidend, zu verstehen, 

ob der Wärmeübergang aus Brennstoffpartikeln an das Natrium instantan oder, 

wegen der Bildung eines Dampffilmes, verzögert vonstatten gehen \VÜrde. Wieder 

zeigte Leonardo Caldarola eine ungeheure analytische Kraft beim Angehen dieser 

Fragestellung. Insbesondere kamen seine Resultate so rechtzeitig, daß insoweit 

das Genehmigungsverfahren wie vorgesehen ablaufen konnte. In den siebziger Jah

ren weitete sich diese Fragestellung noch aus, und es kam an mehreren Stellen 

der Welt auch zu gezielten Experimenten. In diesem weltweiten Dialog um die 

Natrium-Dampfexplosion hat Leonardo Caldarola eine wesentliche Rolle gespielt. 

In den späten sechziger Jahren kam aber noch eine andere Entwicklung in Gang, 

die Leonardo Caldarola während seiner Zeit am Institut für Angewandte Reaktor

physik aufgriff: Die Fehlerbaumanalyse. Als solche war sie schon während der 

frühen sechziger Jahre im Bereich der Raumfahrt und Elektronik entwickelt worden. 

~s~ien aber zunächst überhaupt nicht klar zu sein, ob diese Art von Analyse 

auf das Gebiet der Reaktortechnik übertragbar sein würde, wo gerade nicht viele 

gleichartige oder sehr ähnliche Komponenten ein System ausmachen. Erneut bedurf

te es großer analytischer Kraft, hier erste Schritte zu tun,und erneut profi-
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tierte Leonardo Caldarola von seiner glücklichen Begabung, Mathematik und 

Ingenieurkunst auf ungewöhnliche Weise zu verbinden. Dieses Arbeitsgebiet 

lag in der Luft, auch an anderen Stellen wurde intensiv daran gearbeitet. 

Für Leonardo Caldarola wurde das Gebiet der Fehlerbaumanalyse zu seinem 

Hauptarbeitsgebiet, das er in den siebziger Jahren - dann freilich im 

Institut für Reaktorentwicklung des Kernforschungszentrums Karlsruhe -mit 

großem Erfolg bearbeitete. 
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Die Zeit von 1975 bis 1983 

Leonardo Caldarola im Institut für Reaktorentwicklung des Kernforschungs

zentrums Karlsruhe 

Dieter Smidt 

Nachdem Professor Dr. Häfele, der Leiter des Instituts für Augewandte 

Reaktorphysik und Systemanalyse des Kernforschungszentrums Karlsruhe, 

neue Aufgaben übernommen hatte, entschied sich Leonardo Caldarola für 

den Übertritt in das Institut für Reaktorentwicklung des Kernforschungs

zentrums Karlsruhe, das sich vorwiegend mit Problemen der Reaktorsicher

heit beschäftigt. Er brachte seine beiden Arbeitsgebiete Zuverlässigkeits

analyse und Erforschung der Grundlagen der Dampfexplosion mit. 

Für die weitere Erforschung der Phänomene der Dampfexplosion mußten zu

nächst die experimentellen Kenntnisse erweitert werden. Durch mehrere von 

ihm betreute Doktorarbeiten nahm Caldarola diese Aufgabe systematisch in 

Angriff. Aus den bereits vor Caldarolas Eintritt in das Institut dort durch

geführten Experimenten, bei denen die Reaktion zwischen Wasser und geschmol

zenem Kupfer mit einer handelsüblichen Hochgeschwindigkeitskamera (5000 Bil

der/sec) aufgenommen wurde, hatten trotz vieler interessanter Einsichten ge

zeigt, daß der eigentliche Explosionsvorgang so schnell vor sich geht, daß 

er mit dem zur Verfügung stehenden zeitlichen Auflösungsvermögen nicht er

faßt werden konnte, Eine kurz vor seinem Tode fertig gewordene Dissertation 

von M. Ando führte hier erheblich weiter. Erstmals war es gelungen, durch Auf

nahmegeschwindigkeiten von 100000 Bildern/sec den Explosionsvorgang in Einzel

aufnahmen aufzulösen und die dabei ablaufenden Vorgänge gerrauer zu betrachten. 

Die Beobachtungen geben starke Hinweise dafür, daß es sich in der Tat, wie 

Caldarola schon früher vermutet hatte, um die Ausbildung hydrodynamischer 

Instabilitäten beim Zusammenbruch des Dampffilmes handelte. Erste Nachrech

nungen zeigten, daß diese Vermutung größenordnungsmäßige Übereinstimmung mit 
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den beobachteten Phänomenen gab. Bereits im Dezember 1977 erstellte 

Caldarola zusammen mit S. J. Board einen umfassenden Bericht /49/, der 

zum damaligen Zeitpunkt der beste Bericht über den state of the art der 

Dampfexplosion darstellte. Obwohl die Bedeutung der Dampfexplosion aus 

übergeordneten Erwägungen nicht mehr den gleichen großen Stellenwert für 

die Reaktorsicherheit hat wie dies vor etwa 5 bis 10 Jahren der Fall war, 

war es doch wichtig, auf die lange Zeit unverstandener Phänomene ein neues 

Licht zu werfen. Dies ist Caldarola zu einem großen Teil möglich gewesen. 

Die Auswertung großer und komplexer Fehlerbäume kann nur durch Rechenpro

gramme erfolgen. Während hierfür weitgehend Monte-Carlo-Techniken einge

setzt wurden, entschied sich Caldarola für eine analytische Behandlung 

der dem Fehlerbaum entsprechenden Baaleschen Ausdrücke. Es zeigte sich bald, 

daß mit dieser Methode nicht nur wesentlich kürzere Rechenzeiten erzielt 

werden, sondern daß bei sehr großen Fehlerbäumen alle anderen Methoden 

schließlich versagen. 

In den meisten Fehlerbaumuntersuchungen, wie sie z, B. auch noch in der 

Rasmussen-Studie zugrunde liegen, geht man davon aus, daß die betrachteten 

Systemkomponenten nur zwei Zustände haben können: intakt bzw. ausgefallen. 

Dadurch wird die Behandlung komplexerer Teilsysteme außerordentlich schwie

rig und aufwendig. Eine wesentliche Leistung Caldarolas ist die Entwicklung 

von Verfahren für die Behandlung von Komponenten mit mehreren Zuständen durch 

Einführung einer Baaleschen Algebra mit beschränkten Variablen. Mit einer 

ausführlichen Arbeit hierüber habilitierte er sich am 16, Januar 1980. Seine 

Rechenverfahren sind international in hohem Maße anerkannt worden. Als Bei

spiel sei eine Untersuchung der Firma Control Data erwähnt, die für ihre 

Benutzer-Software das auf der Welt verfügbare leistungsfähigste System aus

wählte und dabei sich für die Programme von Caldarola entschied. 

In zunehmendem Maße wurde neben der theoretischen Vervollkommnung der 

Hilfsmittel die praktische Anwendung erweitert. Als wichtigster Beitrag 

auf diesem Gebiet ist die Untersuchung des Schnellabschaltsystems des 

SNR und des Superphenix zu nennen, die in Zusammenarbeit mit der Firma 

SLemens durchgeführt wurde, die beide Systeme entwickelt und baut. 
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Der Wert, den man seiner hohen Sachkenntnis auf seinen Arbeitsgebieten 

beimaß, zeigte sich auch in seiner Berufung in zahlreiche deutsche und 

internationale Sachverständigenausschüsse: 

- Ad hoc-Gruppe Zuverlässigkeit und Risiko des BMFT 

- Reliability experts working group des IRC Ispra im Rahmen von EURATOM 

- OECD/NEA-CSNI-Specialists' Group on Vapour Explosionsand Fuel 

Coolant Interaction 

- Group of Experts on fuel-coolant-interaction des IRC Ispra im Rahmen 

von EURATOM 

Außerdem nahm Caldarola als "principal scientific officer" der Europäischen 

Gerneinschaft Einfluß auf die Begutachtung von Arbeitsprogrammen des 

Europäischen Forschungszentrums in Ispra. 

Neben seinen wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten ist auch sein Erfolg und sein 

Engagement als wissenschaftlicher Lehrer hervorzuheben, Sein außerordent

lich lebendiger Vortragsstil bleibt sowohl für die Hörer seiner Vorträge 

als auch für seine Studenten unvergeßlich. 

Der Tod dieses Mannes, der mit seiner hohen wissenschaffliehen Begabung, 

seinem Ideenreichturn und seinem unermüdlichen Arbeitseinsatz wichtige Bei

träge auf seinen Fachgebieten geleistet hat, wird von seinen Kollegen in 

aller Welt als ein schmerzlicher Verlust empfunden, 
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Der folgende Artikel 

L. Caldarola 
The Balanced Oscillator Experiment 

aus 

NUKLEONIK, Bd. 7 (1965) S. 120-127 

wurde mit freundlicher Genehmigung des 
Springer-Verlags, der das Copyright an 
dieser Arbeit besitzt, nachgedruckt 
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Sciences, Washington, - [6] PRESTWOOD, R.J., and B.P. 
BAYHURST: Phys. Rev. 121, 1438 (1961). - [7] JERONYMO, 
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Anschrift: A. PAULSEN und H. LrsKIEN 
EURATOM 
Zentralbüro für Kernmessungen 
GeelJBelgien 

The Balanced Oscillator Experiment* 

Von L. CALDAROLA ** 
(Institut für Augewandte Reaktorphysik Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe) 

With 12 figures in the text 

( Received Novembet 3, 1964) 

Abstract. The "Balanced Oscillator Experiment" is a new type of oscillator experiment to measure transfer functions of 
nuclear fast reactors. 

The technique consists in injecting in a reactor at the same time sinusoidal signals of reactivity and coolant flow of the same 
frequency and related each other in such a way that the coolant temperatures remain constant. 

In addition to the Doppler reactivity coefficient, this new method allows to measure the fuel thermal conductivity and the 
heat transfer coefficient between fuel and coolant. 

Numerical examples are included with reference to the Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (Sefor). (BibL 3.) 

1. Introduction 

The "Balanced Oscillat.or Experiment" consists in 
injecting in a fast reactor at the same time sinusoidal 
signals of reactivity and coolant flow of the same 
frequency and related each other in such a way that 
the coolant temperat.ures remain constant. 

ei = reuclor lnlel lemperalure 
80111 • reuofvr oullef lemperalure 
e,, · secondury coolunllnlellemperalure 
8,0 • secondury coolanl oul/ellemperalure 

Fi~. l. Hehe1untlc rcnctm flow lllugrnm (Hefur) 

During the experiment the inlet coolant tempera
ture must be kept constant by other means which are 
discussed later in para 6. 

In this way the Doppler effect is the only reactivity 
temperaturc effect which is present during the experi
ment. 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic react.or flow diagram. 
Fig. 2 shows a schemat.ic diagram of all the sig

nals. Thc input signals to reactor arc: 

(i) reactivitysignaiLlk=Llk",sinwt, (1) 

(ii) coolant flow signal Ll,u =Ll,u 111 sin(wt +cx.). (2) 

The amplitude ratio, Ll !1111 /Ll kw, and the phase shift. 
"cx." of the two input signals must be chosen at. any 

* This paper has been prepared within the fmmework of 
the association Euratom-Gt>sellschaft fiir Kernforschung mbH. 
in the fielrl of faAt breeder development. 

** Euratom, Brussels, delegated to the Ko,rlsruhe Fast 
Reactor Project Institut fiir Augewandte Reaktorphysik. 

frequency in such a way that the outlet coolant tem
perature, Bout, remains constant. That is: 

LlBout=Ü. (3) 
The outlet coolant temperature is measured by a 
thermocouple (Fig. 2). Ll ,Um/LI k111 and "cx." are obvi
ously function of "w ". 

oullel coolanllemperolure slgnal AewrO 
r------------------------1 oullel cooluni 

! lr~;;;;;&-~~~;ldk:&:;~;;t-r_-,+---+1 -'----, 

I I I <\ 

~ 
lhermocouple 

Bulunced conlrol rod 
Trcmsfer -l i?euclor 
funkfion 1 power signul ..1 P = 
~ L~~~~'-~i~~+JL ___ !~eledor 

r cooluni flow stgnu! LlJ.L•A)l".sln(wt+oc) pump IIIIe! cooluni 
L----------------------- A ;-----

Fig, 2. Balnneed oseillator experiment- Schematlc Diagram of the signnls 

The power signal Ll P is measured by means of a 
flux detector (Fig. 2). The "Balanced Transfer Funa
tion Analyser" (Fig. 2) allows us to evaluate the two 
t.ransfer functions 

t1ft*(jw)/llo (4) !IP*(jw)/ Po 
and 

LJP*(jw)/Po (5) 3 k*(jw)fß 
wlwre 

"*" indicates Laplace transform 
subcscript " 0 " indicates steady state condition 

ß = fraction of delayed neutrons. 

2. Physical Fundamentals 
In this paragraph we intend to find out which 

conditions should the amplitude ratio Ll flm/Ll km and 
the phasc shift "cx." sat.isfy in order to keep the coo
lant temperatures constant. 
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The reactor can be considered as divided in "n" It is: 
cooling channels each including a fuel rod and its 
associated coolant. The heat balance equation of t.he 
coolant in an average channel is the following: where: 

(14) 

where 

2nRh T8 -e ae 1 ae 
~---=~- ~+- --
c flfn öz v öt 

(1) 

h = heat transfer coeff. between fuel surfacc and 
coolant (including the cladding) 

R = radius of fuel rod 
c = specific heat capacity of the coolant 
T.. = fuel surface temperature 
e = coolant temperature 
z = axial coordinate 
v = coolant speed 
t =time 
n = number of cooling channels. 

Eq. (1) can give 8f9(8t =0 only if: 

Tso- eo f t' f " " l ·---~~ ·· = unc 10n o z on y 
flo 

(2) 

where subscript " 0 " indicates initial steady state 
conditions. Taking into account (2), eq. (1) becomes: 

_2nRh T, 0_-_~Q.. = ~(9- +} _ae_ (3) 
c flofn öz v öt ' 

If we introduce the change of coolant temperature, Llf9 

eq. (3) becomes: 

2n Rh T80 - 0 0 dG0 öLIG öLIG 
--C- -flofn = dz . + 8z + V -Bt- , 

It is: 
2nRh T80 - 0 0 d00 
--c- -~-;Fit -ilz · 

Eq. (5) becomes therefore: 

oLle 1 aLJe 
~az·~+-;81=0 · 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Eq. (7) associated to the boundary condition that the 
inlet coolant temperature, 8;, is constant (Llf9; =0), 
gives: 

Lle =O. (8) 

We have therefore shown that condition (2) is neces
sary and sufficient in order to keep the coolant 
temperatures constant with time. 

Taking into account (4) and (8), condition (2) may 
be written as follows: 

T.-e Ts- r:1o 
rr;;-:__ Bo~ T.~=e~~ · 

Introducing 

and 

eq. (9) becomes: 
LI~ _ ~~T8 
flo Tso-Go' 

The Laplace transform of eq. (12) is: 

/lT: 
-T~o-eo. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

P0 = reactor power at :;teady state 
Jj = volume of fuel in react.or = nn R 2 H 

(H being the height of the fuel rod) 
1l1(z) = normalized function t'Xpressing power dis

tribution along the axis of a fuel rod 

[:l i M(z) dz = 1 J. 
Since the coolant t.emperat.urcs are constant., it Ü; 

[according to Ref. 2, para 2, cq. (20)]: 

Ll T.* = ~~ ~ F"(s · t,) M(z) LlP*(s) (15) 

where 

Ll P* (s) = Laplace t.ransform of Uw power ehange 

and 

F" (s · t,) = normalized tnmsfer funct.ion hetween 
fuel surface tcm pemture and power 
[F"(O) = 1] 

l!t c, 
t = radial time scale = R2 = r ?. 

fuel density x fuol spocifio hmtt capacity 
= fuel thermal conduetivity X 

X (radius)2• 

Putting (14) and (15) in (13), we have: 

/1 T: ill'* 
T _r.> =F'"(8·t,) P. 

NO '-7 0 0 

which is independent on the uxial wordinate "z". 
In the time domain eq. (16) bccomcs: 

t 
;lu !l T l r .... c:.= ". = /.,(x)LlP(t-x)dx 
Po ~<o- f)o Po • 

wherc 
0 

and L-1 indicates ant.itransformation. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

The demonstration given in this paragraph starts 
from the assumpt.ion (2) where ft can be dependent on 
"z" which is physically impossible. At the end 
[eqs. (16) and (17)] we find out that ft is function only 
of the time. 

In Appendix 1 a more refined demonstration h; 
given: starting from condition (17) wherc tt is only 
a time dependent function, it i:; shown that the 
coolant temperatures rcmain constant. 

Eq. (16) ~llows us to find which conditiom; should 
the amplitude ratio Ll /-tm/Ll km and thc phase ~;hift 
"IX" satisfy, in order to keep the coolant temper
atures constant. 

It is: 
D(. ) _ L1P*(jw)/P11 } 

JW - Ak*(jw)fß (19) 

= rcactor power transfer function. 

Taking into account (16) and ( 19) we have: 

Llfl*(jw) Llp*(jw) /JP*(jw) flo • . 
Llk* (jw) = LJP* (jw) • Llk*(jo~) = (J D (Jw) ~ (Jwt,) (20) 
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and therefore: 

~~= = 1o_ JD(jw)J·JF.(jwt,)J 

oc = fPn (jw) + rp, (jwt,). 

(21) 

(22) 

fPn and rp8 being the phases respectively of the func
tions D(jw) and F;,(jwt,). 

3, Results obtainable trom the new oscillator 
experiment 

Wehave already said in para 1 that the "Balanced 
Transfer Function Analyser" allows us to evaluate 
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Flg. 3. Diagram of the functlon - v Y(v) 
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Flg. 5, Block diagram of reactor transfer functlons 

the two following transfer functions: 

and 

F.(' t)- LJJ.l."(iw)/1-lo 
8 1W r - LJP*(jw)/Po 

D(' )= LJP*(iw)/P0 
1w LJk*(jw)/ß 

(1) 

(2) 

As we have already shown in para 2 [eq. (16)], 
F. (jwt,) is the transfer function between fuel surface 
temperature and power. 

3.1. Determination of the parameters t, and y 
from the transfer furwtion F. (1wt) = ~l!_*jjw)fflo_ 

8 I r LJP*(iw)/Po 

The author has found the following theoretical ex
pression for F;,(a) with a=st, (Ref. 2): 

where 

lfaZ(a) 
F;,(a)= (+yJZ{af 

t =radial time scale = (! 1 cl R 2 = 
r A 

fuel density X fuel Rpecific heut Cllpaeity =- ------ ·- -- ... - -- . -X 
fuel thermal conductivity 

X (radius)2, 

A 
y= 2hR = 

fuel thermal condurt.ivity 
= ~ x heat transfer roofficient x-radi11s ' ) 

J0 and J1 being Bessel funct.ions of t.lw first kind. 

Putting 0' =jv =jwt,, we can write: 

Z(jv) = X(v) +i Y(v). 

(3) 

(4) 

(4') 

(5) 

(6) 

With X(v) and Y(v) respectively real and imaginary 
part of Z (jv). Introducing (6) in (~). we can writc: 

F.;fv) =-vY(v)+j[vX(v)+yt,w]. (7) 

F. (jwt,) is also determined experimentally by means of 
eq. (1). Indicating with M 8 (wt,) and rp8 (wt,) respec
tively modulus and phase of F. (jwtr), we have: 

1 cos <p8 • sin <p8 

XUwTJ = M;- - 7 M;- · (8) 

By comparing (7) with (8) we have: 

and 

cos'E_8 _ =_V Y(v) 
M, 

sin <p8 X( ) - -sr-=v v +yt,w. 
8 

(9) 

(10) 

The functions -v Y (v) and vX (v) have been calculated 
and are given respectively in Figs. 2 and 4. 

Fora chosen value of w we can evaluate cosrp./M., 
experimentally. Using eq. (9), and Fig. 3 we get v and, 
since v = w tr, t, in determined. 

In eq. (10) the term - sinrp8/M, on the left sidc is 
evaluated experimentally for the chosen o>. v X ( v) is 
also known because v is known, and we can therefore 
determine y · tr . 

The functions - v Y (v) and vX (v) have been pro
grammed on the IBM 7070 computer, so that tr and y 
can be more precisely determined by means of nu
merical methods instead of using the graphs of Figs. 3 
and 4. From t, and y, it is possible to cvaluate the 
thermal conductivity, ?., and the heat transfer coeffi
cient, h, if the density, (!, the specific heat capacity, c, 
and radius, R, of t.hfl fuei rod have been previously 
determined. 

3.2. Determination of the Doppler powp,r r.oP,tficient and 
of the parameter a1/t, from the reartor tmnsfer function, 

D('w)= LJP*(jw)/P0 

J LJ k*(j m)fß 

Fig. 5 shows a schematic bloek diagram of the 
reactor transfer functions defined as: 

D (s) = _4_~_(s)/Po_ = zero power transfer function (11) 
0 LJk{ (s)fß ' 
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N(s) = J;q:~:~ = feedback transfer function, (12) 

D( LJP*(s)(Pc, D0 (s) } 
s) = Lik*(s)/ß · = 1 + D

0
(s) • N(s) 

= power transfer function 
(13) 

where: 
(14) 

Since the coolant temperatures are constant, the 
reactivity feedback (Llk1) will depend only on the fuel 
temperatures. It is: 

where: 
(15) 

Yt = fuel temperabure coefficient (mainly Doppler) 
T.,ll = effective fuel temperature. 

The effective fuel temperature is defined by: 

f 1> r[)' dTav dV 
LIT. all rods 

elf= ---.1-f[J-=--=f[J-.-, d~V~-

all rods 

(16) 

f/J and f/J' being respectively flux and adjoint flux, 
V volume and Tav the average temperature of a 
section of a fuel rod. Since the coolant temperatures 
are constant, LITav will depend only on LIP. It is 
[according to Ref. 2 para 2 eq. (22)]: 

AT.* R ( 1 ) M(z) 
LJ av= U I+ Sy Fav (8 · q v,- LIP*(s) 

where: 
(17) 

Fav (str) = normalized transfer function between aver
age fuel temperature and power [ Fav (0) = l J. 

Putting (16) and (17) in (15), and taking into account 
that V, =nnR2H, we get: 

Llk(=G·.li;.:.,(s·t,)nk LIP*(s) (18) 
where: 

G = Doppler power coefficient } 

=y,A,-.!._(1+_1) (19) 
2nRh 8y ' 

f f!Jf!J'M(z)dV 
A _ all rods (20} 
1- f f!Jf!J'dV 

all rods 

Taking into account (18), eq. (12) becomes: 

N(s) = :1r t G · Fav (s. t,). (21) 

The author has shown in Ref. 2 that the function 
Fav (s · t,) with very good approximation is given by: 

(22) 

- 0'1 being the first root of the Bessel functions equa
tion: 

.fo(y=a) 
2y:.=.a ~w-~a) =y. (23) 

Putting (22) in (21 }, we get: 

N(s)~~-!.a 1 
- nH ß 1 + st1fa1 ' 

(24) 

From eq. (13) we have 
1 1 

N(s) = D(s) - DoW. (25) 

From (24) and (25) we obtain (putting s =jw): 

Po G 
1~H· {{ T+iwtrfa;_ (26) 

1 
Ii(jw) - D0 (jw) · 

If f{Jn and f(Jn, are the phases respectively of D (j w) and 
D0 {jw}, from (26) we have: 

It is: 

1 _,.!!_I COS 'PDo 

~ = w ctg fPn . Do cos 'PD 

t1 1 -l.!!_ls~ 'PDo 
D0 sm<pn 

!im 1-DD-1 = 0 ' 
w ......... o 0 

!im cos fPn, = 0 , 
W-+0 

lim cos f{Jn = ·1 . 
w->0 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Taking into account (29); (30) and (31), eq. (27) be-
comes: 

lim ._1_ = Po !!.. 
w-+0 IDI nH ß ' (32) 

For w very small (in Sefor smaller than 3 . I0-3 sec-1), 

the power transfer function D(jw) tends to the asymp
totic value n H ß/ P G. Since PofnH and ß are known, 
eq. (32) allows to determine the Doppler power coeffi
cient G. We can conclude that G can be determined 
by measuring the transfer function D(jw) only. 

Eq. (28) allows to determine the parameter, 
a1ft,. From the point of view of the accuracy, it is 
convenient to carry out this evaluation when ctg f{Jn-:::=.1 
that is when w-:::=.a1/t,. 

The determination of a1ft, implies in the most 
general cases the measurement of both the transfer 
functions D(jw) and D0 (jw). In some cases the con
ditions (29) and (30) are already satisfied in the fre
quency region under consideration and 0'1/t, is than 
more simply given by 

(Jl t t; = W CO g fPD. (33) 

This happens when: 

(34) 

where 

(35) 

ßi and Ai being respectively fraction and decay con
stant associated to the "i" th group of delayed neu
trons. The determination of a1ft, can be used as a 
countercheck of the results obtained in para 3.1. Since 
t, and y have already been determined (para 3.1) and 
0'1 is function of y (Fig. 6), the ratio a1ft, can be also 
theoretically calculated and compared with that 
obtained experimentally. 
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4. ~umcrical cxamplcs for Scfor rcactor 

Figs. 7 and 8 show respectively amplitude (M8 ) and 
phase (<p.,) of t.he function Ji'"(jw) as it is expected tobe 
in Sefor. 

Taking for example oJ =0.0625 raclfsec, we have: 

M 8 =0.4537 from Fig. 7, (1) 

lf!s = -51~5 from Fig. 8. (2) 

From (1) and (2), we have: 

cos 'Ps = 0.6225 = 1 375 = _ 1 y ( ') 
ff!8 0.4537 ' 

1 1 
' 

sin <p8 = 0. 7_i-!_2ß = 1 73 = X ( 1) + t 1 .M
8 

0.4.537 . V 1 y ,c~. 

From Fig. 3, we see that: 

-v Y(v) = 1.375 when v = 10. 

vVe can therefore determine t,: 

t = 
11 

=-
10 

· = 160 secs. 
r w 0.0625 

From Fig. 4, when v = 10, we have 

vX(11),..._,1.03. 

From eq. (4) we get: 

t 1.73 - 1.03 11 2 
Y ,= 0.06215- = · secs 

and thercforc we cletermine y 

y= ~~-~ = 0.07. 

From Fig. 6 for y =0.07 we get: 

(11 =4.4068 
and 

<rt 

t, 
4.4068 

160 
= 0.0276 radfsec. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Figs. 9 and 10 show respectively amplit.ucle and phase 
of t.ho power t-ransfer function D (j w) in the low fre
quency region as it is expected to be in the case of 
Sefor. 

For (I)< 3. w-a sec-1 , ID(jw)j tends to the asymp
totic value of 0.424 g-1. From eq. (28) of para 3.2 
putt.ing w =0, we get 

Since: 

P0 G 
nH ß 

1 
0.424 = 2.36 s. 

P0 =20M'\', 

11H = 500m, 

ß = 3.395 . w-a. 
(j can be cletermined 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

U= ::!.;3ö:o00· 3 ·~ii_:_1o-~~~0.2c'lk· mfMW. (16) 
::!0 -

For (!J =0.029 st-o-1 (which is not too different from 
t.he tlworet.ical value of a1(t, given by 11 ). we have: 

IDol =4.24 (from Fig. 11), (17) 

jDI =0.622 (from Fig. 9), (18) 

f('n,=- 55o (from Fig. 12), (19) 

rn= +36~8 (from Fig. 10). (20) 
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Using eq. (28) of para 3.2, we have: 

1 - 0.622 0.82 l 
al~ = 0.029. 1.33 __ 4.~2_4_ 0:8 
r 1 + 0.622 ~57 

4.24 0.598 

= 0.029 · 1.33 · 0.740 = 0.0286 (sec-1). 

(21) 

The value of a1/t, calculated by (21) differs slightly 
from that given by (11) becausc the reactivity feed
back transfer function is only approximately expressed 
by one pole [ eqs. (22) and (24) of para 3.2]. 

5. Comparison with thc traditional oscillator 
cxpcriment 

With the traditional oscillator experiment only 
the reactivity signal is introduced in the reactor. The 
advantages of the "balanced oscillator experiment" 
in comparison with the traditional one, are mainly 
the following : 

(i) Since the coolant. temperatures are constant, it. 
is possible to separate the Doppler temperature effect 
on reactivity from the other temperature effects. It 
is a real clean oscillator experiment. 

(ii) The normalized transfer function F" (jwt,) bc-· 
tween fuel surface temperature and power is determined 
by indirect measurements. The direct measurement 
of F"(jwt,) would imply the measurement of the fuel 
surface temperature, which is technically difficult 
and inaccurate. The measurement of F" (jwt,) allows 
to deterrnine the parameters y and t, and therefore the 
fuel conductivity, )., and the heat transfer coefficient, 
h, can be calculated. 

(iii) The normalized transfer function Fav (jwt,) 
between average fuel temperature and power is deter
mined and therefore the parameter a1ft, can be cal
culated. 

With the traditional type of oscillator experiment 
the transfer function F" (j w) eannot be determined and 
therefore y and t, cannot be evaluated. 

In addition, since the coolant temperatures are not 
kept constant, the Doppler temperature effect on 
reactivity is not rigorously separated from the other 
temperature effects. The calculation of the Doppler 
power coefficient, G, and of the parameter, a1/t,, from 
the power transfer function D (j w) is therefore more 
complicated and it is dependent upon the lmowledge 
of the other reactivity coefficients and their associated 
time constants. 

6. Final Comments 
The method of introducing in a system two or more 

sinusoidal signals related in such a way that a spccific 
physical quantity easily measurable does not change, 
can be considered a very general method to measure 
transfer functions indirectly. This "balance techni
que" may have a wide application especially when it 
is difficult to carry out the direct measurement of a 
transfer function. 

A simple and weil known example of "balance 
technique" is the Wheatstone Bridge to measure 
electric impedences. In the Wheatstone Bridge the 
impedences are balanced in modulus and phase in 
such a way that no current passes through the dia
gonal. When this condition is fulfilled, the unlmown 

impedence can be det.ermined by a simple relationship 
with t.he other t.hree known imprdt>nces. 

To end our comment.s about. t.hc application of the 
"balanced oscillator expcriment" on Sefor, we must. 
say that the coolant flow signnl may cause a noticeable 
dist.urbance in the inlet coolant temperature, B;, 
through the primary heat exchnnger. Since B; must. 
bc kept. constant during the experiment, it is necesRary 
to balance this effect. This may be obtained by intro
ducing in the system a third signal L1; =Ll ; 111 sin (wt+ 0) 
to the pump of the secondary coolant circuit. (Fig. 1). 
L1 ; 111 and o must of course choscn in such a way that. 
no change occurs in B;. 

A better solution eould be obtained by put.ting a 
by-pass value across the primary hcat. exchanger from 
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the side of the primary coolant circuit (Fig. 1 ). 'rhis 
valve should of course be operated in such a way that. 
ei remains constant during the experiment. 

In the analysis developed in this paper, the thermal 
capacity of the fuel cladding has been purposely 
neglected in order to show the essential parts of the 
new experiment. In the heat transfer coefficient "h" 
are included the heat transfer coefficients fuel to 
cladding, internal to external surface of the cladding 
and cladding to coolant.. However, if the thermal 
capacity of the fuel eladding must be taken into 
account, the philosophy of the experimcnt is still valid, 
but the mathematical relationships will be Rlightly 
more complicated. 

Appendix 1 

Demonstration that the r,oolant temperature.s, (-:), 
remain constant dw·ing the experiment [!l@(z; t) =0] 

The heat balance equation of the coolant in a 
cooling channel is the following: 

2nRh T,,-A 
c 11/n 

oA DA 
(Jz + v i1t 

( l) 
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where: 

R = radius of fuel rod 
h = heat transfer coefficient between fuel and 

coolant (including the cladding) 
c = specific heat capacity of the coolant 
p, = coolant flow 

T,. = surface fuel temperature 
z =axial coordinate 
v = coolant speed 
t =time 

n = number of cooling channels. 

We introduce: 
T. = T.o +L1T,., (2) 

e=eo+L1e, (3) 

t-t=t-to+L1p, (4) 

where subscript " 0 " indicates initial steady state con
ditions and "L1 " variation from steady state condition. 

The fuel surface temperature, T8 , may be expressed 
as function of the coolant temperature, e, and of the 
power, P [according to Ref. 2 para 2 eq. (20)]: 

L1T,.*(8t,;z)=G8 (st,)L1e*(8;z) + l 
R L!P*(s) (5) + uF.(8tr) ----v,- M(z) 

where: 
" *" indicates Laplace transform 

8= complex variable of Laplace transforma
tion 

Jf = volume of fuel in reactor = n n R2 H 
(H being the height of the fuel rod) 

M(z) = normalized function expressing power 
distribution along the axis of a fuel rod 

[ ~ j M(z)dz=l] 
0 I} 0 

t, = radial time scale = -'f:L R2 = 
fuel density X specüio heat capaoity 

fuel thermal oonduotivity X 
X (radius)2 

G 8 ( 8 t,) = normalized transfer function gi ven in 
Ref. 2 para 2 eq. (23) [G8 (0) = 1] 

F. (8t,) = normalized transfer function given in 
Ref. 2 para 2 eq. (24) [F.(O) = 1]. 

It is [Ref. 2 para 2 eq. (24)]: 

where: 
a. (st,) = 1-yt,sF. (8t,) 

I. fuel thermal oonduotivity 
'Y = 2hR = 2 X hea.t tra.nsfer coefficient X Radius · 

Eq. (5) becomes: 

L1T,.*(st,;z) =L1e*(s;z)[1-yt,sF.(st,)]+ l 
R F. M(z) A "' +u .(st,)-l't-LJP (s). 

Antitransforming to the time domain, (8) gives: 
t 

L1T,.=L1e-yt, J ~~~) LJe(z;t- x)dx+ 
0 

t 
R·M(z) f +~T /8 (x)L1P(t-x)dx 

0 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where: 
f.(t) =L-1 [-F.(st,)] (10) 

and L-1 indicates antitransformation. 
We shall also remernher that, at steady state 

conditions, it is: 

2:nRh(T80 -E>0 ) =-:nR2 ~q_M(z)= dE>0 (ll) 
cp0fn cp0 J'tfn dz · 

Taking into account (2); (3); (4) and (9), eq. (1) be-
comes: 

t 

1 + ~0 J f.(x)L1P(t- x) dx 

nR2 PoM(z) --"--o----;----
Cflo J'tfn 1 + LI fl 

P.o 

= dE>0 + IME> + _!_ oLl_~_ + 
dz oz v ot 

t 

+ 2:nRhlyt, J dfds(x) LJe(z;t-x)dx. 
Cfl n X 

0 

We must demonstrate that the condition 

I 

(12) 

Llp =-~-jf8 (x)L1P(t-x)dx (13) 
P.o •o 

0 

is necessary and sufficient to gi ve L1 e (z; t) = 0. 
Eq. (13) is equal to condition (17) of para 2. 
In the Laplace domain eq. (13) is equivalent to: 

Llp*(s) LIP*(s) 
--;;~- -= F.(st,) - 1r- (14) 

which is equal to condition (16) of para 2. 
Condition (13) is necessary because eq. (12) can 

give LJe =0 only if (13) is satisfied. 
Taking into account (ll) and (13), eq. (12) be

comes; 

-ez + -v· ----ee + 
t (15) 

oLle 1 oLle l 
+ 2:nRh_y_!!:.J df,(x) LJe(z·t-x)dx=O 

cpfn dx ' 
0 

with the boundary condition 

LJe(o; t) =O (16) 

that is inlet coolant temperature constant. 
The solution of (15) is of the type 

where all the (8mt1ejazm)z=O are functions of the time. 
If in (15) we put z=O, we get: 

--- -0 (
aLle) 
oz z=O- ·· (18) 

Düferentiating (15) in respect to "z" and puttingz =0, 
we get [taking into account (18)]: 

( ~~-Ll__~) =0. 
oz2 z=O 

(19) 

By successive differentiations we get for each "m" 

( 
omLie) 

--i)zm z=O = O • (20) 
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We can conclude that the solution of eq. (15) with the 
boundary condition (16) is: 

Ll@(z; t) =0. (21) 
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On Flux Depressions due to Absorber Rods 
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Summary. The rate of absorption of neutrons in probes, cooling pipes etc., is appreciably greater than in the surroundings. 
The resulting flux depressions are of great importance but diffioult to estimate. 

Using the diffusion treatment of neutron migration, an elementary theory is developed to describe the behaviour of the flux 
in simple arrangements of fuel elements and absorber imbedded in an infinite homogeneaus medium. The investigation is divided 
into three sections: 

l. Discrete fuel-rods combined with a single absorber-rod, all rode being aBBumed tobe very slender and the neutrons tobe 
monoenergetic. 

2. Two and multigroup caloulation for the same geometry. 
3. Discrete absorber-rods. 

I ntrodv.ction 
Flux measurements often involve the use of Indium 

probes or other activation detectors which disturb the 
flux distribution. The same effect is also produced by 
other heterogeneities, for example cooling-pipes, 
control rods etc. We consider two cases (Fig. 1) and 
refer to both, for simplicity, as an absorber. 

In the interior and vicinity of the absorber the 
absorber the diffusion-approximation is not valid. 
Thus we surround this domain by a control surface r. 
The material of the whole space is assumed to have a 
constant cross-section 1:0 and diffusion-coefficient D0 , 

but inside r the cross-section and diffusion-coefficient 
have to be corrected by additive terms 1:1 and D1 
respectively. 

The corresponding additive absorption-rate is 
assumed to be caused by a sink-distribution localized 
inside r. 

1. Source, absorber, monoenergetic neutrons 
If r is a sphere or, in the two dimensional case, a 

circle, one can use, as a first approximation to a sink 
distribution, a point-sink at the center r =r1 • lts 
intensity is proportional to J 8 <P(8n · ds. For a one 

r 
point-source of, strength 2nS0 D0 at r =r0 and one ab
sorber centered at r = r1 , the flux <P can be described 
using the diffusion model, by the integrodifferential-
equation: · 

Ll<P-x5<P=(o J ~: ds)x l (
1

) 

r xö(r-r1)-2nS0 ö(r-r0}, 

* COR Euratom, TOR. 

where 0 is a constant, denoting the blackness, and 
xg = I:0(D0 • For reasons of clarity we confine our 
argument to the two-dimensional case. The extension 
to three dimensions will be obvious later. 

.l:(x) ..l:(x) 

a X b X 

Flg. 1 a and b. Total cross sectlon dependlng on "'· Sbape (a) ls slgnlflcant 
of an absorber and (b) o! a duct 

' 

C!)r 
/'i 

L.__'O_* 
Flg. 2. Control surface r surrounds the absorblng domaln 

Thus, we shall base our argument on the two di
mensional form of the above equation, i.e. 

( ::2 + :;2 - x5) <P= (Ca in~~ d P) X l (2) 

X ö(r -r1)- 2nS0 Ö(~- r0). 

To solve this equation we use a Fourier-transforma
tion: 
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Fuel Coolant Interaction in Fast Reactors 

ABSTRACT 

S. J. BOARD 

C.E.G.B. Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories 
Berkeley, Gloucestersh ire 

Great Britain 

and 

l. CALDAROLA 

Institut fu'r Reaktorentwicklung 
Gesellschaft fÜr Kernforschung m.b.H. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Fuel-coolant interactions are an important problern in fast reactor safety. Afterabrief 
historical review, the most significant experiments are described and their 'results discussed 
and compared. The experiments range from basic studies with nonreactor materials to in
pile fuel failure tests. ln all those involving fast reactor materials, only low efficiency 
interactions have occurred, apart from the case of sodium injection into fuel. 

The main theoretical models are critically reviewed in the light of the experimental 
evidence. lt is now widely believed that there are three main stages in energetic FCis, 

1) An initial quiescent period in which the two fluids coarsely intermix (the inter-
penetration stage), which appears to require some kind of film boiling, 

2) A small disturbance (trigger) which induces a local interaction, 
3) A coherent propagation through the interacting masses. 
Behind the propagating front, fuel fragmentation occurs, but it is not yet clear which 

of the three following mechanisms is dominant: pure hydrodynamic fragmentation, 
blanket collapse, or violent boiling. 

lt is not yet possible to define completely the conditions under which these stages can 
occur, and there is not yet enough evidence tobe completely confident that this descrip
tion appl ies to the injection experiments of sodium into uo2. 

Same experiments which should be able to resolve thc key remaining problems are 
identified. 

INTRODUCTION 

Webegin by defining the term "Fuel Coolant lnteraction" (FCI). Let us suppose that 
a cold liquid (coolant} comes in contact with malten material (fuel) whose temperature is 
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weil above the boiling point of the coolant. For such a system an FCI is said to occur if 
heat is transferred from the fuel to the coolant on a time-scale much shorter than that of 
normal boiling processes, leading to a sudden rise in pressure. 

lf the time-scale for heat transfer between the two fluids issmall compared with that 
for overall expansion of the fuel-coolant mixture, a significant fraction of the available 
thermal energy may be converted into mechanical work on the surroundings. ln this case, 
we speak of an energetic FCI or vapor explosion. 

Energetic FCis have been observed in the metal industry [ 1]; [ 2], in the paper 
industry [3] in the liquid natural gas (LNG) industry [4] andin the nuclear industry in 
"ad hoc" water reactor experiments [.5]. A summary of early work is given in l6]. The 
possibility that an FCI could occur in accident situations in a liquid metal cooled fast 
breeder reactor (LMFBR) was first examined by Hicks and Menzies [7], who showed 
that the potential mechanical work could place a significant Ioad on the Containment 
system. ln the last decade, considerable scientific effort has been devoted to this topic, 
particularly to determining whether or not an energetic FCI can occur with fast reactor 
materials. Since in fast reactors the core is not in its most reactive configuration, low 
energy FCis may be also of concern. 

Experimental observations have shown that the way in which the malten fuel and the 
coolant are brought tagether (mode of contact) is important in that it affects the 
probability of occurrence of the FCI as weil as the mechanical energy yield. 

An important characteristic of FCis is that if frozen fuel debris is recovered, it is 
observed tobe finely fragmented (typically 100 J.Lm radius). While it is possible that this 
may be merely a consequence of the explosion, it seems more likely that it may be a 
cause, since a large surface area is necessary for rapid heat transfer rates. We note, how
ever, that fine fragmentation occurs in low efficiency FCis, showing tha~ it is not a 
sufficient condition for energetic events. The mechanisms of fragmentation and their 
relation to energy yield need to be understood. 

BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW 

The early experimental results [ 8] showed that the interactions for many materials 
were primarily physical (thermal) rather than chemical and identified conditions under 
which vapor explosions occurred. 

Wright (1965) carried out a series of Al/water experiments in various modes of contact 
and showed that a necessary condition for production of significant pressures isthat the 
fuel must bemalten [9]. This allowed the fine scale intermixing which is necessary for 
very rapid heat transfer. lt was initially assumed that the interaction involved two distinct 
Processes: fuel fragmentation and heat transfer with pressure generation. Many fragmen
tation mechanisms were suggested, such as coolant entrapment [ 8] impact fragmenta
tion [ 1 0] vapor bubble growth and collapse [ 11] and others. For U02 /Na a commonly 
proposed mechanism was thermal stress fragmentation [ 12]. Many parametric models 
were developed in various countries [ 13], [ 14], [ 15], [ 74] : these models assumed that 
fragmentation and mixing takes place at a given rate and calculate the pressure transient. 

ln 1973, Fauske [24] suggested that spontaneaus nucleation (SN) of the coolant might 
play an important role in large scale energetic FCis. Both this and more recent models 
put'forward by, e.g., Colgate [25], by Board et al., [26] and by Cho et al. [27] suggest 
that the fragmentation and pressure generation processes are coupled together, so that 

. large scale explosions become self-propagating. While there are significant differences 
between the various coupled models, they all have as a common basis the concept that 
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energetic FCis involve three main stages: first an initial (quiescent) period in which the 
two fields can come tagether and may coarsely intermixed; second a disturbance (trigger) 
which induces a local interaction; and third, a propagating process wherein the inter
action spreads rapidly through the interacting masses. Since film boiling plays an impor
tant role in establishing the firststage (coarse mixing), a summary on this topic is given in 
Appendix 1. 

The Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD/NEA) has sponsored specialist international conferences in 1972 
[ 16), 1973 [ 17) and 1976 [ 18). Fast reactor conferences sponsored by the American 
Nuclear Society (ANS) in 1974 (Beverly Hili) andin 1976 (Chicago) have also given 
attention to this subject. Reviews have been carried out periodically by various authors: 
e.g. Witte et al. in 1970 [ 6], Teague in 1972 [ 19], Caldarola in 1974 [ 20], F auske in 
1975 [21), Buxton and Nelson in 1975 [22) and Benz, FrÖiich and Unger in 1976 [23], 
and Board and Hall [51) in 1976. 

DESCRIPTION OF SOME BASIC EXPERIMENTS WH ICH ARE SIGNIFICANT TO THE 
PHYSICAL UNDERSTANDING OF FCI PHENOMENA 

Three basic modes of contact have been investigated: (1) dropping experiments (small 
scale and large scale), (2) shock tube experiments, and (3) injection experiments. 

' Small Scale Dropping Experiments (fuel dropped into coolant) 

A large number of experiments have been performed with this mode of contact. Table 1 
gives a summary, both for U02 /Na and other materials. 

1) Allexperimentsshow a delay time (dwell) between first contact and interaction. 
ln experiments in which the dwell time was investigated, this increased systematically 
with both fuel temperature and coolant temperature. This, tagether with the visual 
evidence of vapor blankets, suggests that stable film boiling inhibits FCI until the fuel 
cools down to some threshold temperature at which the film becomes unstable and 
breaks down. This is confirmed by the CEGB experiments [39) in which the vapor 

, blanketwas collapsed by an external perturbation. 
2) lf the bulk of the fuel has solidified when the vapor blanket collapses, no interac

tion occurs. An important exception is the experiment with molten copper which may be 
understood in terms of an oxide layer destabilizing film boiling when the copper is still 
molten. 

3) For experiments on tin, temperatures lower than the threshold value of 300°C 
yielded no fragmentation. This threshold is independent of the water temperature and 
above the melting point of tin (232°C}. The calculated contact temperature is about 
255oC and is lower than the homogeneaus nucleation temperature of water (300°C}. lt is, 
however, not possible to determine that the contact temperature is higher than the 
spontaneaus nucleation temperature because the latter is not weil defined (it can in fact 
take any value between the saturation temperature and the homogeneaus nucleation 
temperature depending upon the contact angle which cannot be known for these condi
tions). There is some evidence of a maximum interaction pressure at a temperature of 
700°C [38]. 

4) By comparing the results of the U02 /Na tests with those of the other materials, 
one might deduce that the conditions for stable film boiling may have been satisfied at 
least for a short time (30 to 200 msecs) in the case of U02 /Na systems for the particular 
set of conditions of these experiments. 
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Table 1 

Small scale dropping and injection experiments 

Resultm 

Temp. llve 11 'Peak 
Range Time Pressure Energy Efficiency 
(~C)· (msecs.) (atm) (Joule) 

2~600 30-300 45 8 0.1 % 

20D-600 3-1~ 4 I 

D-100 15-200 - - -

~-70 - - - -

22 10-200 0.2 - -

40 tr1gger~d 4 10 lJ • .) : 
externally 

8-52 - 2 - -

20 up CO 700 20 - -

0-60 - - - -
400 ID-400 40 7 % 

20 IOD-300 ~0 14 

3D0-615 10 in cover 
gas 

200 5D-60 n.1 

20 70-150 

Coaznents on Results 

Pressure rise time 30 to 600 ~.secs . - 100 gr. of Na ejected by the 

interaction. Ejected UOz fragments sm.ooth and rounded - Fragments 

in tank. angular. 

All SS fragments smooth and roundeö.. Pressure event before complete 

submergence. 

300 tests. Temperature interaction zone (TIZ) for spontaneaus frag-

ment.ation limited by a fuel temp. threshold at 300°C and a cool. temp. 

threshold araund 60°C vhich decreases with increasing fuel temp. Cyclic 

escala.~ion. 

··--
Fragmenta.tion increa.ses with entrance velocicy and decreaaee wich in-

creasing va~er Cemp. Fragmentacion reaches a maximum at a tin temp. 

of 500°C. Similar results wich bismut~ lead and silver Chloride. 

Result.s consistent with Culham - Pressure pulses low because of 

large tank - Single interaction 

Sudden increase in ambienc pressure triggers interaction. 

Multiple inceractions - Results conaistent wich l1ther laboratories -

Fuel temp. threshold reduced by temp. stratificacion in water. 

Single interactior... only when copper heated in air. Temp. measure-

ments in Cu show oxidf' layer causes film breakdown vhen Cu still molten. 

Fragmentation decreases wich increasing water temperature and reaches 

a maximum wi th lead temp. of 500°C. 

Rapid vapour generation prior to explosion. Wide sprea.d of resulca. 

\'apour layer areund water prior co explosion. Energy yields require 

rapid fragmentation 

'A'ork done in compressiqg the gas: 100 KJ in a time of about 30 msecs. 

Time scale to slow tor an energetic FCI 

Dwell time increases wich fuel temperature. 

1\) 
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5) The energy yields for all materials including U02 and Na in this configuration are 
similarly low. 

6) For small masses (- 1 gm) single interactions were observed, which Iead to com
plete fragmentation. For !arger masses (at least with tin), multiple interactions may 
occur. For U02 /Na, single drops produced single interactions. 

7) The Observation that the uo2 fragments ejected from the tank [35] were smooth 
and rounded suggests that at least part of the fragmentation took place with U02 still in 
the molten state. The angular and rough-surfaced U02 fragments which were found 
inside the tank indicate that some of the fragmentation took place after the uo2 had 
frozen. 

Large Scale Dropping Experiments (fuel dropped into coolant) 

Theseexperiments involve much !arger volumes of materials than those used in the 
single drop experiments. 

Material pairs which have been investigated include aluminum/water, Freon/oil, 
Freon/water, tin/water, LNG/water, ·copper/water, steel/water, and U02 /Na. All the 
materials except U02 /Na in this mode have been observed to explode coherently under 
some circumstances. Considerable progress towards understanding the mechanisms for 
coherent explosions has been made as a result of some of these studies. 

Aluminum/Water 

Long's early experiments [ 8] demonstrated violent explosions of a physical nature 
could occur between "'25 kg aluminum and cold water in a relatively small tank. Explo
sions occurred only for very specific conditions of drop height, water depth, and temper
ature, and could be inhibited by changing the properties of the base of the tank by 
painting. Similar experiments were carried out by Hess [ 49] who filmed the interaction 
through perspex windows and later by Briggs [50] with very much better instrumenta
tion. Briggsfilmsshow aluminum entering the tank during a relatively long dwell time 
("'"' 1 sec), spreading over the base, and filling the lower half of the tank with a coarse 
dispersion ("' 1 cm scale) of aluminum and water. The interaction starts usually at the 
base, and spreads rapidly through the coarse dispersion, the interactionfront moving at a 
velocity "'200m sec-1 . Behind the front the coarse dispersion is no Ionger visible, but it is 
not clear if this is because fragmentation has occurred, or merely that the aluminum/ 
vapor/liquid interfaces are no Ionger clearly defined. Pressures up to 400 bars have been 
recorded in some events, but it is not yet established whether or not the pressure rise at 
the visible front is sharp, i.e., a shock front. Analysis suggests that the efficiency of the 
explosions is in the range"' 10% of the thermodynamic maximum. 

Tin/Water 

Early experiments on propagation of expiosions [ 40] used "'Y2 kg molten tin dis
tributed along a narrow trough, initially in an open tank, and later in a narrow (quasi 20) 
vessel. Coherent propagation was observed when the tin and water became intermixed due 
to a minor local interaction. 

ln experiments involving up to 2 kg of molten tin distributed along a 1 meter long 
water filled shock tube [51], the interaction took the form of a singleshock wave 
(-50 bar with ""1 00 ps rise time and"' 10 ms width) which travelled up the tube with a 
velocity of 100-200 m/sec. The magnitude and nature of the interaction was unaffected by 
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the use of a detonator instead of spontaneaus triggering. 
Larger amounts (20 kg) of molten tin have been poured into a water tank in the 

aluminum/water facility at Winfrith [52]. For tin at 500°C and cold water (when in small 
scale experiments the dwell times are short) the materials interacted continuously but 
incoherently. For tin at 800°C and waterat 60°C, initial coarse mixing (as in the alumi
num tests) was observed and a similar propagating interaction occurred. 

Freon Experiments 

Large scale pouring experiments using Freon 22 (boiling point -40°C) as the 
vaporizable coolant, and water or mineral oil as the fuel, were originated at AN L, and 
have proved particularly informative both in respect of the requirements for initial inter
mixing and mechanisms for propagation. The first ANL experiments [53] showed, by 
plotting peak pressure as a function of fuel temperature, that there was a relatively 
narrow range of fuel temperatures in which vigoraus explosions occurred. The lowest 
Iimit (threshold) was identified asthat which produced an instantaneous contact temper
ature equal to the homogeneaus nucleation temperature of the Freon (54°C). Subsequent 
Freon/water experiments [54] suggested that the fuel threshold temperature was insensi
tive to Freon subcooling though Freon/mineral oil experiments [56] show the opposite. 
Films of the interactions [56] showed that the threshold was associated with a sudden 
increase in the intermixing (dwell) time. This has subsequently been quantified by Arm
strang [55], who showed that the pressure increased linearly with dwell. The results also 
suggest that the peak pressure increases with increasing drop height (i.e., potential energy 
for mixing). Measurements of the dwell time as a function of the fuel temperature [51] 
show that it increases in a manner very similar tothat for single drops of tin in water, 
suggesting that the mechanism for dwell and trigger in the two materials may be similar 
(i.e., spontaneaus breakdown of film boiling), despite I arge differences in scale and 
geometry. More recent data [56] indicate that explosions are unaffected by I arge quanti
ties of gas (20% void fraction) but can be completely inhibited by an increase of the 
ambient pressure to 2.2 bars absolute. 

The propagation stage has been studied using a thin (20) vessel [51], so that propaga
tion is restricted to one plane. High speed cinephotography with simultaneaus pressure 
measurement within the interaction zone shows that when the interaction occurs, a dark 
region spreads rapidly throughout the intermixed zone. The region has a weil defined 
front which has been shown to be coincident with the sharp pressure front. The shock 
front moves at a velocity of""'"' 100 rn/sec. As in the case of the aluminum water experi
ments [50], the details of the processes behind the front are obscured. 

Stee/ I Water 

A serics of experiments at lspra [57], in which "'1 0 kg molten steel between 1500-
18000C was poured into a large water tank, produced no pressure pulses and no fine 
fragmentation. On the other hand, a single test with 5 kg steel in a smaller tank [58] 
produced a very violent interaction, confirming widespread faundry experience of the 
hazards of this combination. The above results tagether with difficulties which have been 
experienced in obtaining explosions with aluminum and water [50], illustrate that it is 
difficult to dctermine the true explosive potential of a material pair from experiments in 
which the initial mixing or triggering conditions are left to chance. Factars such as the 
shape and sizc of the vessel, pouring height and rate, and experiment scale can exert 
controlling influence on the mixing behavior and triggering probability. 
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U0 2 /Na 

Large scale experiments with U02 /Na have been performed at lspra [59] and 
Argonne [ 60]. Similar masses of U02 (a few kg) were used in each case. The Argonne 
experiments were with a pyrotechnic mixture, released into a 20 cm dia sodium pot, 
(Na to U02 volume ratio- 20), whereas the lspra experiments dropped 4 kg U02 into a 
0.28 m3 tank. Neither Labaratory obtained violent interactions in the range of conditions 
investigated, though the Argonne experiment showed evidence of incoherent interactions 
(pressure spikes up to 30 bar occurring 200-700 msecs after entry of U02 into Na). 

Other observations of significance were that in one test, molten U02 reached the base 
of the pot and spread out to the corners before solidifying, and that the vapor generation 
during U0 2 entry was an order of magnitude lower in a run with hot (600°C) sodium 
than when the sodium was cooler (300°C). The latter effect was attributed to partial 
vapor blanketing, or interference between adjacent bubbles in the boiling pool. The lspra 
results also showed a number of minor pressure pulses, though of much lower amplitude 
('""' 1 bar). 

While these tests show that coherent interactions did not occur in these conditions, 
caution is necessary since they did show that U02 can interpenetrate and mix with sub· 
cooled sodium while remaining molten. 

Concludlng Remarks on the Large Sca/e Dropp/ng Experiments 

The following conclusions can be drawn: 
1) All experiments in which an energetic interaction occurred show a quiescent inter

mixing phase (coarse mixing) prior to the explosion. There is some evidence [55] that the 
pressure produced increases with the dwell time which may be related to the degree of 
intermixing. 

2) ln these experiments the quiescent intermixing phasewas always associated with a 
vapor film separating the molten fuel from the liquid coolant. 

3) lt seems reasonable to suppose that, similarly tosmall scale dropping experiments, 
vapor blanket collapse (either spontaneaus or induced) is important in triggering the 
interaction. 

4) The Freon/water data show that interactions can occur at a contact temperature 
below the homogeneaus nucleation temperature (54°C) but not necessarily below the 
spontaneaus nucleation temperature, which is not weil defined as already pointed out. 
Visual evidence [54] suggests that the threshold is associated with the onset of film boil
ing (see point 2 above), which could be due to spontaneaus nucleation of the Freon. 

5) Propagation velocities were of the order of 1 00 m/sec, which is lower than the 
speed of sound in the liquid (1 000 m/sec), but probably (andin one case [51] certainly) 
higher than the speed of sound in the interaction region where vapor is present. Forthis 
reason the presence of vapor may be important in allowing supersonic propagation at 
relatively low velocities. 

7) The experimental results give no definite information about the mechanism of 
fragmentation and energy transfer behind the propagating front. 

8) ln all U02 /Na dropping tests no energetic FCI occurred, although there is evidence 
of incoherent interactions. However, it is not yet clear whether this was due to specific 
properties of the materials preventing propagation (such as contact temperature lower 
than spontaneaus nucleation temperature} or because a suitable configuration for co
herence was not obtained. The fuel to coolant volume ratio in theseexperimentswas 
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1 : 20. ln the Al/water experiments [50] this ratio has tobe decreased from 1 : 30 to 1 : 5 
before a coherent FCI could be obtained. 

9) The observation that an increase to 2.2 bars in the ambient pressure inhibits explo· 
sions in Freon systems is not weil understood. 

Henry [56] suggests this is due to the fact that bubble growth is thermally limited 
early in life at elevated pressures, though the change in pressure is in factrather small. 
The sensitivity of spontaneously triggered interactions to small changes in initial condi
tions has already been demonstrated (e.g., [50]). The results might simply be explained 
by the absence of a sufficiently energetic trigger in these particular experiments. 

"Shock Tube" Experiments 

Experimental Resu/ts 

Another method of bringing two liquids into contact was developed by Wright [9] 
who used a strong vertical tube in which a water column was impacted onto molten 
aluminum. The simple ID geometry allows straightforward determination of the pressure 
within the interaction zone. Wright observed typical pressures""" 200 bar Iasting for 
"'1 ms. Similar experiments at Foulness [ 61] showed that the column may bounce 
several times, and that the maximum pressure often occurs on a bounce after the first. 
The measurement of pressures up to 600 bars confirmed that super-critical pressures can 
be produced in FCis. Efficiencies, determined from the kinetic energy (KE) of the column 
after impact, were"' 10% of the maximum thermodynamic. A transparentshock tube 
developed at Windscale [62] with molten salt and water showed that in a long series of 
bounces, each impact engulfed molten salt to a depth"' 1 tube diameter. Further experi
ments without viewing facilities showed evidence of vigoraus FCis with molten tin/water 
for tin temperature > 300°C (with peak pressure of the order of 100 bars always on the 
first bounce) and also for molten Bi2 0 3 /water at 900°C (150 bars). The one Bi 2 0 3 test 
with a lower temperature (500°C} apparently produced fragmentation but no pressure 
pulse. 

At lspra [63] a U02 /Na shock tube has been developed: the high pressures character
istic of most other shock tube experimentsarenot apparently observed in this system. 

Experiments in Grenoble in the apparatus Cerreet 2 differ from normal shock tube 
experiments in that the coolant enters the interaction chamber through a side arm over a 
period of 0.5 secs. The one published result [ 65] shows a pressurepulse of"' 72 bars 
which the authors attribute to water hammer effect. The sodium is expelled at a velocity 
very similar to its initial (downward) velocity, and most of the thermal energy remains in 
the U02 • 

Concluding Remarks on Shock Tube Experiments 

Following conclusions can be drawn: 
1) Results of Al/water and Tin/water experiments seem to be consisten with those of 

the large scale dropping experiments. However it is not understood why the largest inter
action occurred at the second bounce in the Al/water case but at the first bounce in the 
Tin/water case. 

2) Energetic FCis were also obtained with Bi 2 0 3 and water. This shows that energetic 
interactions with a fuel having a lower conductivity than that of the coolant are possible 
{see also injection experiments). ln this experiment the interface temperature was higher 
than the homogeneaus nucleation temperature of the coolant. 
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3) There is no evidence of violent interaction with Na/U02 , though it appears that a 
true shock tube impact has not yet been obtained with these materials. 

4) As a general comment, it must be said that despite the significant amount of 
quantitative data, no serious analysis has been been carried out, and neither has there been 
a systematic study of the effects of the major variables. 

lnjection Experiments (coolant injected into fuel) 

Experimental results are summarized in Table 1. The following observations can be 
made: 

1) Energetic FCis have resulted from the injection of small quantities of Na into U0 2 • 

Similar interactions have been obtained for water injected into malten salt. 
2) A common feature of both these experiments is the existence of a dwell time which 

in the case of U02 /Na systems may be as lang as few hundred milli-seconds. During this 
dwell time violent boiling accompanied by the production of copious quantities of Na 
vapor was observed [ 29]. This, tagether with the visual analysis of the salt H2 0 experi
ments [33], might suggest that even in the case of U02 /Na, vapor generation inhibits the 
interaction initially, allowing the possibility of coarse intermixing during the dwell, thus 
setting up the conditions for a coherent vapor explosion. ln fact, if it is assumed that the 
small Na droplets rapidly reach the saturatic1 temperature, the occurrence of some kind 
of film boiling cannot be excluded. 

3) Analysis of the water/salt experiments [33] suggests that the energy yield is greater 
than the thermal energy that could be conducted into the water during the dwell time. 
The author concludes that rapid fragmentation must have occurred in a timescale less than 
70 (Jsecs. This interpretation is consistent with the interpretation of FCis under other 
modes of contact. lt seems plausible that the Na/U02 results can be explained on the 
same basis. However, a special explanation for the Na/U0 2 experiments, based on heating 
a drop to the S.N. temperature by conduction without fragmentation, has been put forward 
by Fauske [34] (see section on Superheated Drop Model). ln support of this, data on 
Freon II globules in hat water [34] and pentane/silicone oil [78] has been quoted. 
However, these systems from the U02 /Na system because, e.g., the U02 surface will 
solidify and crack, thus increasing the likelihood of nucieation with little superheat. 

4) lnjection of water into malten tin at Harwell (1 04) produced explosions over the 
temperature range 300-500°C. lt was found that the dwell time increased systematically 
with fuel temperature, as in dropping experiments. This may also suggest that FCis in the 
injection mode of contact may be similar in nature to those in other contact modes. 

5) lnteractions with Na injected into stainless steel [30, 31] were much less energetic than 
those with U02 and Na, possibly because of the lower fuel temperature (1800°C). Since 
this temperature is below the homogeneaus nucleation temperature and the contact 
temperature very probably below the spontaneaus nucleation temperature of Na, the 
results of these experiments cannot be explained in terms of spontaneaus nucleation. 
Results have not been analyzed in detail so that the nature of the event is not yet clear. 

6) The larger scale injection experiments (Correct 1) ~28] produced rapid Na vaporiza
tion and pressurization of the gas volume. The mechanical work done was very large 
(1 00 Kj ), but the pressure risetime was relatively lang (> 30 msecs) suggesting that 
much of the work could have been due to rapid boiling rather than to an energetic FCI. 

Reaction forces on the crucible were relatively low (corresponding to a pressure of 
"'1 0 bars). 
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SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 

Out-of-pile Experiments 

Experiments at GfK Karlsruhe [85} 

T o simulate transient overpower (TOP) incidents, experiments have been performed in 
a sodium loop using electrically heated U02 fuel pins. A single pin or a seven-pin bundle 
is heated from steady-state operation in a power transient of 300 to 400 ms duration so 
that up to 50 gofmalten U02 penetrate into the cooling channel. Na temperature was 
set at 520°C. The following results have been obtained from 12 tests with 1 pin and 
6 tests with 7 pins. 

1) lmmediately after pin failure a number of narrow pressure pulses occur having half 
widths of about 0.1 - 0.2 ms. 

2) The overpressure of the fuel pin filling gas influences the amplitude of the pressure 
pulses. At some 2 to 3 bars the pressure peak attain a maximum of about 70 bars. At 32 
bars filling gas pressure no pressure pulses of this kind could be detected. 

3) The number of pressure pulses (but not their amplitude) increase with the mass of 
ejected fuel. 

4) The mechanical work on the coolant during FCI is very small. ValLies of the order 
of 0.05 Joule/gof ejected malten fuel (in addition to the expansion work of the filling 
gas) have been calculated from the experimental results. 

5) · Experiments performed with 7-pin bundles reveal the generation of a partial cool
ing channel blockage (90%). 

6) Sodium velocity seems to have no effect on the mechanical work done during the 
interaction (velocity range 1 - 7.5 msec-1 

). 

jEF Experiments at Grenoble [86} 

Theseexperiments simulate a slow power excursion. Small quantities of U0 2 (7.2 g) 
are heated by means of the Joule effect. The fuel is in the form of a pin and is separated 
from the static Na by means of a thermal insulator and cladding. Fourteen tests have 
been carried out at Na temperatures ranging from 355°C to 765°C. All interactions were 
incoherent and not energetic. The maximum peak pressure measured was about 5 bars at 
a Na temperature of 720°C. The mechanical work reached a maximum of 12.5 Joule at 
this temperature. Fragmented mass of U02 never exceeded 50% of the total mass. A 
considerable part of the debris had the size of 1 - 2 J.l. 

CNEN Experiments [87 j 

Theseexperimentsare similar to the J EF experiments and have given similar rcsults. 

In-pile Experiments 

RCN Petten LOC Experiments [88} 

Loss of cooling experiments have been performed with fresh pins, prepressurized pins 
and irradiated pins. Fuel ejection was preceeded by sodium explusion, so that no direct 
fuel-coolant contact occurred. Fuel coolant interactions only occurred in experiments in 
which the power was sustained for many seconds after pin failure and were due tomalten 
fuel dropping down to the bottarn of the capsule where liquid sodium was still present. 
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Two pressure pulses were attributed to FCI, one of 12 bars (LOC 5), and the other of 
90 bars (LOC 13), recorded in the gas space above the capsule. ln the case of prepres
surized or irradiated pins, large pressure pulses ("' 160 bars) were attributed torelease of 
gas from the pins rather than to an FCI. 

TREAT Tests 

TREAT tests have given a great deal of very valuable information about fuel and 
coolant behavior in single and seven pin bundles subjected to slow transient overpower 
(TOP) and loss of flow (LOF) conditions. A complete critical review of all the TREAT 
tests goes beyond the scope of this paper but is included elsewhere in this volume. We 
shalllimit ourselves to some specific points of particular relevance to FCI. ln the case of 
the LOF tests (Land R series) no FCI occurred because the sodium was expelled before 
the ~uel melted and there was no reentry while the fuel was malten [ e.g., 98]. 

ln the TOPtests E and H series, rapid Na voiding has been observed which has been 
attributed to fuel vapor in the case of severe transients, to gas release in the case of ir
radiated pins and to mild FCis in the case of fresh fuel subjected to mild transients. For 
example, in the single fresh fuel pin tests H2 and E4 the rapid voiding has been attributed 
to FCis of yield 10 and 50 Joules respectively [90]. ln the severe TOPtests of the S series 
large pressure pulses (up to 200 bars) were measured, some of them occurred a signifi
cant time (0.2 to 2.4 secs.) after pin failure [91]. ln test 55 with five evacuated pins, a 
pressurepulse of 93 barswas recorded (compared with a fuel vapor pressure of 33 bars) 
with an energy yield of 102 Joules. Delayed FCis in 55 and 56 (-- 200 bars) were poten
tially much more energetic ( 1 KJ). As in all TREAT tests, the amount of fuel interacting 
with Na was not known so that the efficiencies of the FCis cannot be determined. 5ince 
the interacting mass is possibly only a small fraction of the total fuel mass ("" 200 g) and 
the energy yields are significant (approximately 100 J), it seems possible that the local 
conversion efficiency could have been quite high. On the other hand, if the energy yield is 
compared with the total thermal energy in the pins, the overall conversion ratio is 
< 0.2 %. Extrapolating this number to a subassembly or whole core scale, however, is 
valid only if one can demonstrate (1) that the fraction of reacting fuel is similar and 
(2) that the physical nature of the interaction is not affected by the increasing scale. 

Prompt Burst Excursion (PBE) Tests /89] 

The power transient in these tests is much faster than that of TREAT (initial period 
1.4 msecs compared with 23 msecs for TREAT). Nine experiments have been performed 
with single fresh fuel pins. The first three were conducted without sodium coolant. The 
energy depositions in all tests ranged up to 3200 Joule/g: of fuel. ln all tests large upward 
axial fuel motions within the cladding were observed. ln the dry experiments the pressure 
pulses were low and the energy conversion ratios were negligible. 

ln contrast, the experiments with sodium showed large sharp pressure pulses (up to 
600 atm), but the overall energy conversion ratios were very !ow (2.1 • 1 0-4 

). 

lt is not yet clear if a FCI occurred. A preliminary analysis shows that results are con
sistent with those of the ANL 5-11 Treat Experiment, in which it has been suggested that 
fuel vapor pressure is the most likely condidate for the working fluid. 

Conc/uding Remarks an Simulation Experiments 

The tests to date have produced no cfficient conversion of the total fuel thermal 
encrgy into mechanical work. They have demonstrated that FCis can occur in some 
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reactor conditions but there is no tendency towards coherence in multi-pin tests. How
ever, caution is necessary for the folfowing reasons: 

1) The number of pins in the tests (a maximum of 7) is sosmall compared to the num
ber in a subassembly (200-300) and in reactor core ('"""' 2 •1 05

) that i t is difficul t to be 
confident about extrapolation with the present state of knowledge on the physics of FCI. 

2) The incoherence of the pin failures in the tests (7 pins in 10 msecs.) is not represen
tative of what might be expected in the later stagesofaTOP or in a prompt critical burst. 

3) The reactivity consequences of the observed FCis {coolant and fuel movements) 
require careful evaluation. 

THEORETICAL 

Parametrie Models 

Parametrie models to calculate pressure transients due to FCI have been developed in 
various countries and the main features are summarized in [15] and [18]. All the models 
are characterized by a phase ccA" in which the sodium remains liquid and a phase "B" in 
which vaporization takes place. ln these models the process of fuel fragmentation and 
mixing is represented by an externally specified fragmentation and mixing time constant. 
This allows a simple analysis of the effect of the various parameters on the pressure 
transient. lt is important, however, to pointout that the results obtainable by means of 
these codes have a meaning only if the values of the input parameters can be justified on 
the basis of sound physical considerations. The use, for instance, of fragmentation and 
mixing time constants obtained from pressure measurements in experiments in which a 
significant interaction did not occur may be dangeraus unless (1) the physical phenomena 
of fragmentation and mixing which occurred during the experimentsareweil understood 
and (2) one can demonstrate that only similar phenomena will occur in the reactor in the 
conditions under consideration. An extensive parametric study was carried out by 
Caldarola [ 66]. The main results are the following: 

1) Total mechanical work strongly decreases with increasing fragmentation and mixing 
time constant, and increases in time constants for initiallength of the sodium piston. 

2) Vapor blanketing during the vaporization phase reduces yields only when the 
fragmentation and mixing is relatively slow. 

3) Time to empty a 120 cm long channel is 15-20 msecs for values of the fragmenta
tion and/or mixing of the order of 5-10 msecs. 

4) Effects due to particle size distribution and gas content are important only for a 
rapid fragmentation and mixing process. However, it must be pointed out that only the 
cushion effect due to the compressibility of the gas was taken into account in the model. 
Forthis reason this last conclusion (as far as the gas content is concerned) has a limited 
value because the gas content might effect the FCI in other ways. 

lncoherent Fragmentation Mechanisms 

From the above parametric calculations it has been shown that the necessary condi
tions for an energetic vapor explosion are rapid, coherent fragmentation and mixing (with 
a suitable mixture ratio) and significant constraint. Therefore, the experimental observa
tion that fine fragmentation arises in incoherent interactions of low efficiency does not 
necessarily imply that the fragmentation process is different from that of a coherent FCI. 
However, some of the proposed fragmentation mechanisms apply only to incoherent 
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interactions because they do not envisage any mechanism for coupling between adjacent 
regions. 

Arecentreview by Cronenberg [ 67] considered hydrodynamic (impact) fragmenta
tion, violent gas release, pressure forces in the coolant, and thermal stress fragmentation 
as possible explanations of the observed behavior of U02 and sodium. Cronenberg assumed 
that the energy required to produce the fragmentation was determined by the surface 
tension. We note, however, that recent calculations by Cho and Fauske [27] show that 
the dominant energy requirement for intermixing comes from the liquid drag forces, 
rather than surface tension of the fuel. 

Estimates of the energy available from the various proposed mechanisms show that 
(1) hydrodynamic fragmentation due to the relative motion of the fuel and coolant is 
unable to account for the observed fragmentation unless very high relative velocities are 
produced by some other process, (2) the potential energy from violent gas release from 
pure uo2 (solubility ,...., 1 o-6 moles/mole) is extremely small in comparison with that from 
vapor production, and (3) forthermal stress fragmentation, the maximum energy which 
can be stored in the drop is limited by the ultimate tensile stress. ln the case of uo2, this 
value would be of the order 10-2 to 1 o-t J oule/cm 3

• This energy would be sufficient to 
produce uo2 fragmentation but it is not sufficient to produce significant rapid intermix
ing. Unless there is a significant energy storage, the fragmentation rate will be determined 
by the rate of growth of the solid crust ·(0.2 sec t~ build a 0.7 mm thick crust). Fragmen
tation at such a low rate cannot explain the pressure pulses and energy yields observed in 
the experiments. 

Another proposed source of fragmentation and intermixing is vapor bubble growth and 
collapse. The potential energy at 1 bar is""' (1 /1 0) J per cc of vapor. There is some direct 
evidence for this process, for instance, for the case of tin dropped into water [39, 83, 84, 
38]. For Na coolant, the experiments of Farahat [ 69] in which a hot sphere made of 
tantalum was cooled in a pool of liquid sodium showed that bubble growth and collapse 
in transition boiling may be very energetic. Large vapor bubbles were formed, expelling 
sodium from the vessel, and producing pressure pulses reaching a maximum of 5 bars at a 
Na temperature of 750°C. This maximum can be understood because bubble volume in
creases with coolant temperature while the pressure difference to collapse the bubble de
creases. Thus the energy of bubble collapse will have a maximum which was calculated by 
Caldarola and Kastenberg for the U02 /Na case [68] tobe at a Na temperature of about 
770°C. We note that in the French J EF experiments [ 86] a maximum of mechanical 
yield was obtained at a Na temperature of 730°C. The fraction of the bubble energy 
which could produce intermixing cannot be predicted with confidence, because it 
depends on departure from radial symmetry: the simplest assumption of a single jet, 
based on Plesset's calculation [70] has been used, for instance by Buchanan [711 and 
later by Bankhoff [ 72], to show that the impact forces are likely tobe sufficient to 
rupture a frozen shell of uo2, and by Caldaiüla and Kastenberg [ 68] I who show that the 
fraction of the energy transmitted to the fuel as a compression wave from jet impact is 
small and therefore jet penetration is necessary [ 73]. Experimental evidence of bubble 
collapse suggests that only a small fraction of the energy is radiated away as a pressure 
pulse, so that a large fraction of the bubble energy remains localized and thus available 
for intermixing. 

The hypothesis of vapor collapse fragmentation has the advantage over other theories 
(such asthermal stress fragmentation) of potentially beingable to account for both the 
fragmentation and pressure pulses for all incoherent FCis that occur in subcooled liquid, 
independently of the materials involved. lt may also be relevant for coherent explosions, 
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even in saturated liquid, since the increase in pressure from a local interaction may cause 
the collapse of adjacent vapor regions. 

A further development of the bubble growth and collapse model is the cycl ic fragmen
tation model developed in turn by Board [39], Buchanan [81] and Caldarola, Todreas 
and Vaughan [ 82]. Rapid mixing due to jet penetration occurs within the fuel, and the 
coolant is vaporized producing another bubble. Provided sufficient hot fuel is available to 
vaporize enough of the coolant, successive bubbles will grow to increasingly larger radii 
and hence produce successively greater pressures on collapse. 

The existence of a cyclic process is supported by the films of tin/water experiments of 
Board [ 39], Dulleforce [ 83], Bjornand [ 84], and Bjorkqu ist [ 38] . These all show a 
cyclic interaction increasing in time. 

Propagating FCI Models 

Theoretical modelling of large scale explosions has only been attempted since 1973. lt 
is generally accepted that the coherence for efficient large scale FCI implies the existence 
of a propagation mechanism which couples the regions of explosive energy release to the 
adjacent unexploded regions. Explosiveexpansion of the coolant, due to rapid heat 
transfer from the fuel, produces pressures or motions of the liquids which Iead to rapid 
heat transfer in adjacent regions. The various models differ in the initial geometry andin 
the mechanisms of rapid (coherent) fragmentation for producing the heat transfer. · 

Colgate's Explosive Self-Mixing Model [25} 

Colgate (1973) suggested that local fine mixing between semi-infinite regions of fuel 
and coolant, on a short timescale, would release energy, which would then cause further 
fine mixing. Kelvin Helmholtz and Taylor instabilities of the accelerated interface would 
Iead to turbulent mixing over adefinite volume, in a manner analogaus to the cratering 
produced by an explosive charge in the sea bed. lf the volume of material intermixing is 
greater than the original volume releasing energy, then the explosion will escalate. Colgate 
somewhat overestimated the mechanical energy released by equating it to the thermal 
energy in the steam, and determined the likely volume of intermixing from empirical data 
on high explosive craters. 

The mixing scale was assumed to be determined by the minimum eddy size for 
turbulent mixing at a liquid/liquid interface, which for the maximumliquid velocities 
(liquid KE =explosive energy release) was determined tobe"' 10-5 cm for most liquids, 
though for molten Iava, the high viscosity increased this to"' 1 cm. Forthis case, Colgate 
suggested that thermal stresses might be responsible for the initial fracture of the material, 
the explosion shear stress then being sufficient to rapidly mix the already solid particles 
with the coolant. 

The Detonation Model 

Taking Colgate's concept that the explosive expansion produced its own mixing, 
Board, Hall and Hall [26] developed a treatment of the explosion dynamics for the 
simplest case of a steadily propagating one dimensional interaction. Three stages are 
postulated in the model. For the firststage it is assumed that fuel and coolant become 
coarsely intermixed (1st stage). Then an unidentified trigger mechanism is assumed to 
result in a shock wave (2nd stage). The model then shows that the shock wave travelling 
through the coarse mixture (3rd stage) causes fine fuel fragmentation and mixing, which 
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in its turn produces the rapid heat transfer necessary for sustaining the wave. ln ref
erence [26] it is shown that if energy transfer is completed close behind the front 
mechanical energy yields close to the thermodynamic maximum will be obtained. ln 
a later paper [77], it is shown that in some circumstances detonation can also occur 
with partial energy transfer and therefore lower efficiency. Experimental results [51] 
support this model as far as the existence of the above three stages. Other experimental 
results [50] show clearly the existence of the propagating front and of the pressurepulse 
but have not yet shown whether or not it is a shock front. lt must be pointed out that in 
all experiments coarse mixing was possible because of stable film boiling. The experiments 
give no definite information about the mechanism of fragmentation and energy transfer 
behind the propagating front. ln the model [26] fine fuel fragmentation is caused by the 
slip behind the shock due to the different densities of the two media (hydrodynamic 
fragmentation). The fuel fragmentation mechanism behind the shock front is at present a 
matter of debate among the various specialists in the field. A discussion on hydrodynamic 
fragmentation is given in Appendix 2 where it is shown that recent experimental data 
confirm that this mechanism is likely tobe effective in moderate or strong shocks. lt is 
important to pointout that three mechanisms are possible: (1) purely hydrodynamic 
fragmentation (such as Taylor instabilities, boundary layer stripping etc. - Board and 
Hall), (2) explosive boiling and (3) vapor collapse. Which mechanism is the dominant 
one is still an unresolved problem. 

Spontaneous nucleation models 

Superheated Drop Model 

In 1973, F auske [ 34] proposed an explanation of the Armstrang injection experi
ments [ 29], which can be stated as follows. Upon mixing of liquid sodium with molten 
U02, some sodium will be entrained and wets the U02 surface. Because of the postulated 
Iack of nucleation sites, its temperature will be raised to the Iimit corresponding to 
spontaneaus nucleation. When this is reached, vaporization is rapid enough to produce 
shock waves. However, the assumption of a Iack of nucleation sites is in marked cantrast 
with the experimental observation of violent boiling and the ejection of U02 and sodium 
droplets prior to the explosion as reported in [29]. Results in Freon/water systems [34] 
demonstrate superheat explosions but do not appear to showviolent boiling during the 
dwell. 

Conditions for Explosive Boifing 

Later, [ 24] Fauske suggested that spontaneaus nucleation may also play an important 
role in I arge scale energetic FCis. He proposed [ 78] that local liquid/liquid contacts above 
the spontaneaus nucleation temperature would Iead to explosive boiling which would 
produce further contacts, thus escalating the interaction. The following requirements 
must be satisfied: 

1) Direct liquid/liquid contact is required, implying a breakdown in the vapor layer 
between the two tluids. 

2) Explosive boiling immediately upon contact, implying that the interfacial tempera
ture must exceed the spontaneaus nucleation temperature. This process results in 
fragmentation and mixing of both the hot and cold fluid without time delay. 

3) For the above processes to escalate on a time scale required for a large mass explo
sion, proper constraint is also required. 
ln this theory the interfacial temperature is understood tobe equal to the instantaneous 
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contact temperature "Tc" characteristic of the system upon initial contact. 
Tc= e + (T- 8)/(1 + ß) where ß = J (kpc)cool./(kpc}fuel' T and e represent respectively 

fuel and coolant temperatures and k, p, and c represent respectively thermal conductivity, 
density and specific heat. The main consequence of this model is that energetic FCis 
cannot occur with U02 /Na systems because condition 2 is not satisfied. 

Fauske quotes as evidence the fuel temperature threshold observed in Freon/water 
and Freon/oil experiments [53], [56]. However, visual evidence [54] seems to suggest 
that this threshold is associated with film boiling allowing interpenetration (coarse mix
ing). lt is not possible todeterminein adefinite way from these experiments if sponta
neaus nucleation is important to the fragmentation process. Experiments with metals and 
water also suffer from this difficulty r 50]. 

lt seems likely that some type of vigoraus boiling may be important as a fragmentation 
mechanism. However, it is not yet clear whether or not spontaneaus nucleation is neces
sary for this violent boiling. lt also seems possible that the high value of ß for U02 /Na 
(- 2) compared with the low value for metal water ("' 0.1) could Iead to differences in 
the fragmentation behavior (due to violent boiling) without these being necessarily 
associated with spontaneaus nucleation. 

The Capture Model 

Subsequently Henry and Fauske [ 79] developed their ideas into a more defined model 
evaluated in Appendix 3. 

The Splash Model 

Ochiai and Bankoff [ 80] assume that the random local contacts which occur in film 
boiling above the spontaneaus nucleation temperature Iead immediately to the growth of 
a large number of bubbles which coalesce into a high pressure vapor film. lt is assumed 
that this film remains at a pressure corresponding to the saturation pressure at the 
spontaneaus nucleation temperature until the return of a rarefaction wave from the 
nearest free surface. The impulse provided by this pressure is transmitted to the fuel, 
where it produces an annular splash around the initial contacting tongue of coolant. The 
splash is assumed to promote further liquid/liquid contact provided that the splash 
Velocity is above an empirically determined threshold. 

Certain aspects of this model are somewhat speculative. lt is known, for instance, that 
rapidly propagating film breakdown can occur weil below the spontaneaus nucleation 
temperature on solid surfaces, where splashing is unlikely to enhance the contact [74]. 
Nevertheless the model is the firstquantitative description of propagating film break
down, a process whose occurrence is weil established. 

ln general, the role of spontaneaus nucleation in vapor explosions is clearly not com
pletely understood. lt seems moreplausible that spontaneaus nucleation should Iead to 
rapid vapor production (as assumed here) than to the suppression of vapor growth with 
enhanced heat fluxes (as assumed in the capture mode! in Appendix 3), but neither mode! 
provides asound theoretical basis foraspontaneaus nucleation criterion. This criterion 
must be regarded, thcrefore, as largely empirical. 

CONCLUSION 

Present State of Knowledge of FCI and ldentification of Unresolved Problems 

1) ln all the experiments to date in which fast reactor materials have been brought 
into contact with sodium, only low energy interactions were observed cxcept in the case 
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in which sodium was injected into fuel. The basic experiments cover a very large range of 
conditions and modes of contact. In-pile and out-of-pile tests have covered a large spec
trum of realistic situations during hypothetical reactor accidents. ln some of these experi
ments, rapid sodium voiding due to mild FCls has been observed. 

2) The out-of-pile experimental evidence on large scale systems suggests that energetic 
FCls involve the coherent Interaction of the two fluids. Three successive stages can be 
identified, namely, (1) coarse intermixing between the two fluids producing a suitable 
dense dispersion, (2) triggering of the explosion and (3) coherent propagation. 

3) ln alllarge scale explosive experiments to date, the coarse mixing occurred during 
a period in which some kind of film boiling separated the two fluids. Energetic FCis only 
occur when the film boiling occurs for a length of time (dwell time) sufficient to allow a 
significant coarse mixing between the two fluids. 

4) A number of mechanisms to trigger the explosion are conceivable. A common re
quirement for all isthat they must be able to produce local contact (e.g., by collapsing 
the vapor blanket). 

5) Visual evidence suggests that energetic explosions propagate through the coarse 
mixture at high velocities (""'100m/sec). Ahead of the propagating front the material 
appear.s unfragmented. 

6) lt seems plausible to postulate that the propagating front and the pressure wave are 
coincident, though this has been demonstrated in only one experiment. ln other experi
ments, it was not possible to demonstrate whether or not this coincidence existed. 

7) As a consequence of the last point, it is probable that the propagating front is a 
shock wave which collapses the vapor blankets, producing fragmentation and heat 
transfer sufficiently rapidly that the shock is self-sustaining. However, at this stage, the 
possibility cannot be excluded that the propagating front is a small pressure wave which 
triggers the interaction (e.g., collapsing the blankets) followed by fragmentation and heat 
transfer at a relatively slow rate. The pressure would then increase relatively slowly be
hind the front (i.e., noshock front). Since pressure waves in two-phase mixtures attenu
ate rapidly, it seems likely that trigger waves would also need tobe self-sustaining. 

8) lf the propagating front is a shock wave, two possibilities exist: either (1) heat 
transfer is completed close behind the front (complete detonation) or (2) heat transfer 
is not completed close behind the front (partial detonation), giving lower energy yield. 
Experirr1ental evidence (efficiency less than 30% of maximum thermodynamic) seems to 
suggest the latter. 

9) Fragmentation mechanisms behind the front are undetermined and are a matter of 
debate. The three conceivable candidates are: (1) vapor collapse, (2) violent boiling and 
(3) pure hydrodynamic breakup. Hydrodynamic fragmentation is likely tobe effective 
only in large scale explosions with materials of different densities. Violent boiling may be 
either violent heterogeneaus boiling following the wetting of the surface or the explosive 
boiling due to spontaneaus nucleation postulated by Fauske. Explosion results to date 
seem to indicate that vapor collapse and/or violent boiling may be faster than pure 
hydrodynamic fragmentation. ln the case of Freon/oil pure hydrodynamic fragmentation 
between the two liquids in the absence of vapor is highly unlikely because the two fluids 
have similar densities. 

10) A temperature threshold for FCls, both energetic (e.g., freon/oil) and low energy 
(e.g., fragmentation of tin in water) has been observed. ln some cases, this is rather steep 
and appears to occur when the interface temperature is equal to the spontaneaus nuclea
tion temperature of the coolant (Fauske), though this cannot always be proved or dis
approved, first because the interface temperature is difficult to determine and second 
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because the spontaneaus nucleation temperature is not weil defined. There is some evi
dence that this threshold is associated with the Iimit of stable film boiling. lt also seems 
possible that it may be associated with the onset of violent boiling which would either 
cause rapid fragmentation or act as an energetic trigger for a self-sustaining shock wave. 
The behavior of U02 and Na {contact temperature below spontaneaus nucleation temper
ature} is rather problematic. ln fact, low energy FCis insmall scale U02 /Na dropping 
experiments have been observed and results are similar to those of systems whose contact 
temperature is above the spontaneaus nucleation temperature. However, energetic FCis 
with U02 and Na have not been observed in large scale dropping experiments to date. 

11) The main reason why FCis may be nonenergetic, or incoherent, in small scale fuel 
into coolant experiments is probably that the expansion time scale is comparable with 
that of the heat transfer. Both this and the observed incoherence may be expected if 
coarse intermixing conditions are not obtained. The fragmentation and energy transfer 
processes in these experiments may be similar to those operating in coherent explosions, 
e.g., vapor collapse and/or violent boiling. Pure hydrodynamic fragmentation is unlikely to 
be important in the small scale events. Thermalstress fragmentation is unlikely tobe the 
dominant cause of fine intermixing in FCis in U02 /Na systems. The details of the frag
mentation and energy transfer process are not yet clear. 

12} ln large scale dropping experiments with U02 /Na there are five possible reasons 
why energetic FCis do not occur. 

a} The period of stable film boiling {dwell time} was too short to allow interpenetra-
tion {coarse mixing}. 

b} The periodwas too lang, allowing the U02 to freeze. 
c) The geometrical constraint was not such as to produce a suitably dense dispersion. 
d) The trigger was not sufficiently energetic to trigger the interaction. 
e} Propagation is not possible with these materials. 
The second reason seems very unlikely since the dwell time observed was"' 200 ms, 

which is too short for development of a significant crust. This Ieads us to the conclusion 
that the conditions under which we may getan adequate dwell time (high temperature 
sodium} and a suitable dispersion {small tank) must be investigated. lf spontaneaus inter
action does not occur, energetic triggers should be applied. 

13} For injection experiments {coolant into fuel} the evidence shows that the three 
Stagemodel is applicable at least for freon/water and water/molten salt. For Na into uo2 
there is no evidence to suggest that the model does not apply. An alternative explanation 
based on superheated drops (Fauske} has been put forward, though this cannot explain 
the very similar explosion of water into salt, in whi·ch it was shown that sudden fine 
fragmentation of water is necessary for rapid heat transfer, and the contact temperature 
was above the spontaneaus nucleation temperature. 

14} A comparison between small scale and large scale experiments shows that FCis are 
likely tobe more energetic in large scale systems. To extrapolate results from small scale 
experiments to predict the behavior of large scale systems is not possible with the present 
state of knowledge. 

15) The presence of noncondensable gases does not seem to inhibit energetic FCis in 
systems in which they occur without gases. 

16} An increase in ambient pressure seems to inhibit spontaneously triggered inter
actions. This could be due to inhibition of the trigger. 

17} lt is important to determine whether or not superheating to a nucleation Iimit 
{Fauske} is necessary for fragmentation in energetic FCis because this would imply that 
U02 /Na systems are prohibited from exploding in most circumstances. lt must be pointed 
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out that, if this is the case, one is compelled to postulate and demonstrate either (1) that 
the fragmentation mechanism which causes FCis for U02 and Na is different from that 
for other materialssuch as tin/water, etc. (because experimental results show that the 
fragmentation for these materials allows coherence and propagation in large scale systems) 
or, (2) that the fragmentation mechanism insmall scale systems is fundamentally different 
from that in large scale systems. To prove postulate 1 may be difficult (though not im
possible) because the behavior of U02 and Na insmall scale dropping experiments seems 
similar tothat of the other materials as already noted (10). To prove postulate 2 is at this 
stage difficult because there is not sufficient evidence as pointed out above (11 ). 

18) lt is also important to determine whether or not film boiling is possible for uo2 
and Na in large systems, because film boiling may be necessary to allow significant coarse 
mixing in many contact modes. The experimental evidence with other materials (e.g., 
Freon/water, tin/water etc.) suggests that spontaneaus nucleation on contact may be 
necessary for adequately stable film boiling. The U02 /Na systems (small and I arge scale 
droppings experiments and injection experiments), however, suggest that film boiling may 
occur for a limited duration ('"""' 200 msecs). lt is therefore important to determine the 
factors which influence film boiling in U02 /Na systems. 

19) lt is important to determine if spontaneaus nudeation on contact is necessary for 
the triggering (and/or escalation) of energetic FCI. lt is possible that energetic FCI occur 
only if the trigger is sufficiently energetic to generate a self-sustaining shock wave which 
propagates through the coarse mixture. 

Suggestions for Future Work 

While it has been shown that reactor materials do not react energetically in most 
circumstances, it has also been found that they can interact energetically in specific 
conditions (e.g., injection experiments). ln order to demonstrate that energetic FCis do 
not occur under realistic conditions during hypothetical reactor accidents, it is desirable 
to identify positively the Iimits of conditions under which an energetic FCI can occur, 
and to demonstrate that these conditions do not occur in a reactor and thus ease the 
safety arguments. The present understanding of the physics of FCI is somewhat limited. 
A number of crucial issues are still unresolved. Simulation experiments (in and out-of
pile tests) to date, although they have given an enormaus amount of very valuable in
formation on various aspects of reactor safety, have, however, given information of 
relatively limited value to the understanding of FCis. They have demonstrated that 
FCis can occur in fast reactors under realistic conditions in a hypothetical accident but 
that they are always incoherent and therefore of low energy yield. However, because 
of the severe restriction both on the type (e.g., slow transients) and scale (7 pins} of these 
tests coupled to the observed tendency for FCis to become coherent and energetic only 
in large scale systems (coarse intermixing), it is difficult at this stage to extrapolate the 
results with confidence to the reactor subassembly and/or whole core scale. The exten
sion of these tests to a subassembly scale is potentially valuable in this respect (especially 
prompt burst tests). However, it is important to pointout that, for a full analysis of the 
results and a valid extrapolation to a larger scale, an understanding of the physics of FCI 
is required. For the above reasons the program of basic experiments should also be con
tinued in parallel. ln addition, in view of the tremendous difference in costs, it would be 
very unwise to perform very expensive in-pile tests without a supporting experimental. 
program necessary to acquire basic knowledge. 

Since the specification of simulation experiments involves a much wider field than just 
FCI, we restriet ourselves to suggestions for a basic program. 
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1) The injection experiments {coolant into fuel) were the only experiments in which 
an energetic FCI with fast reactor materials occurred, but there are relatively few results 
with a significant scatter. Since the mechanisms for these explosions are not yet under
stood, it is suggested to carry out further experiments including one in which Na is in
jected at several places simultaneously to determine whether or not the interaction can 
become coherent on a large scale. 

2) ln small scale dropping experiments with fast reactor materials, the Na temperature 
and the fuel temperature {the latter is practicable in the case of steel only) should be 
varied systematically to study how they affect the dwell time. 

3) A specialsmall scale dropping experiment with reactor materials should be carried 
out in which a sudden increase in ambient pressure is applied to the system during the 
dwell time. This should indicate whether or not pressure waves can initiate interactions 
with reactor materials. This experiment should be technically possible because dwell 
times as long as 200 msecs. have already been observed. 

4) The large scale dropping experiments with fast reactor materials to date did not 
have the correct geometry to ensure a suitably dense dispersion {coarse mixing) for 
propagation. lt is suggested therefore to carry out some more of these experiments with 
the correct geometry. Na temperature and fuel temperature {the latter in the case of steel 
only) should be varied systematically to see if they influence the dwell time and the 
tendency for coherence. 

5) Large scale dropping experiments with other materials known to be explosive 
{with spontaneaus and induced triggers) should be continued in an attempt to define the 
conditions for propagation and to understand the mechanisms. ln particular the following 
parameters should be varied: 

a) Fuel to coolant volume ratio in the coarse dispersion to determine the dilution 
boundaries within which propagation occurs. 

b) Fuel and coolant temperatures to see their influence on dwell time and on the 
boundaries for coherent interactions. 

c) Possibly ambient pressure to determine its effect on the boundaries. 
ln addition, 3ttempts should be made to determine the fragmentation and heat transfer 

behind the propagating front. This, however, may be technically difficult. Flash X rays 
may be useful. 

6) Film boiling experiments on solid surfaces should be carried out to investigate the 
influence of the thermal properties of the hot surface on (1) film stability, (2) violence of 
film collapse and (3) nature of the boiling following collapse. The purpose of experiment 
(1) is to find out whether or not film boiling can be stable between U02 and Na. The 
purpose of experiments {2) and {3) is to investigate the potential for vapor collapse and 
violent boiling as fragmentation mechanisms. 

7) Similar experiments as in point 6 should be carried out with malten surfaces. 
8) The potential of hydrodynamic mechanisms for fuel fragmentation should be 

investigated. This may be done by studying the effects of shock waves on a coarse mixture 
of two fluids (one high density and the other low density) at room temperature. 

9) Data already produced by shock tube experiments should be carefully analyzed 
before planning new experiments. lt seems likely that the shock tube technique could be 
a valuable qualitative method of investigating energy transfer and fragmentation under 
sudden contact conditions {similar to those occurring behind. the front of propagating 
eKplosion). 

1 0) lt is important to establish in adefinite way whether or not propagation of explo
sion is possible with reactor materials and, if it is possible, under what conditions. An 
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in-pile one dimensional experiment in which a coarse mixture of solid U02 and Na is 
rapidly heated to get molten uo2 before sodium boils with a pressure trigger mechanism 
may be a useful means to investigate this problem. The following parameters are impor
tant: fuel to coolant volume ratio, size of the fuel drops, void fraction, trigger energy and 
fuel energy. lt is suggested that a feasibility study of this experiment should be carried 
out. This experiment is a basic experiment and not a simulation experiment. 

11) Theoretical work to understand the physics of FCis should be continued. ln 
particular, the hydrodynamic effect of shock waves on dense dispersions (coarse mixing), 
the fragmentation due to pressuredriven vapor collapse and the role of violent boiling 
should be investigated. 
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APPENDIX 1 

MINIMUM WALL TEMPERATURE "T min" FOR STABLE FILM BOILING 

ln Farahat's experiments [ 69], a hot tantalum sphere was cooled in Na at different Na 
temperatures. lt was found that T min decreases with increasing Na temperature (1900°C 
at Saturation). However, there is evidence that T min also depends on the thermophysical 
properties of the heating surface. For example, experiments in water [92, 93, 42] 
demonstrate that heating surfaces (made of high conductivity materials), when coated 
with insulating materials, Iead to an increase of "T min"· There is also evidence that T min 

increases with relative velocity between fuel and coolant [ 94, 95] and also with the 
roughness of the heating surface [ 96]. A correlation has been proposed by Henry [ 97] 
forT min as a function of the coolant temperature and of the thermophysical properties of 
the coolant and of the heating surface (..j (kpc)cool./(kpc)tuel). This correlation is based 
on the behavior at local contacts between coolant and heating surface which occur during 
film boiling. The correlation was obtained by fitting some experimental results, which lie 
in a domain far away from the conditions of Na and U02 • Weil validated criteria to 
predict whether or not stable film boiling takes place for U02 and Na for a given set of 
conditions do not yet exist. ln the presence of local contacts, the definition of minimum 
temperiJ.ture for film boiling seems tobe problematic, especially in the case of molten 
U02 and Na where local contacts probably cause solidification and cracking of the U02 

surface. Radiation may be important. Experimentsand developments of more satisfactory 
theoretical models are therefore needed in this area. 
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APPENDIX 2 

HYDRODYNAMIC FRAGMENT ATION 

lf a coarse mixture of two liquids of different densities is subject to a sudden accelera
tion, the upwind interfaces of drops of heavy liquid may experience Taylor instability, 
and if interphase slip is produced, drag forces may also Iead to distortion or breakup of 
the-drops, for example, by boundary layer stripping. A review of relevant fragmentation 
mechanisms is given in [99). There is little data on the effect of shocks on dense disper
sions of two liquids, but the fragmentation effect of gas-liquid shocks has been weil 
studied. Calculations by Kriebel [ 1 00) of the behavior of a shock wave in a dusty gas 
show that both the pressure and gas velocity jump suddenly to some fraction of their 
final equilibrium values, and then increase slowly. The dust particles are unaffected by 
the initial shock and are accelerated to the final equilibrium velocity by gas drag forces. 
Qualitatively similar behavior might be expected of a dispersion of fuel drops in coolant 
subjected to a shock wave from a propagating explosion. An exact calculation requires a 
numerical solution of the two component conservation relations, but we may approximate 
to the solution by assuming that the coolant jumps to the final equilibrium velocity, and 
is maintained there by the pressure field while the fuel drops are accelerated to this 
velocity by coolant drag. We note incidently the approximation used by Bankoff [75) 
and independently by Williams [76) neglects the pressure field and considers deceleration 
of the coolant by the fuel, but assumes that it starts from the equilibrium mixture 
velocity, and thus Ieads to a final mixture velocity much lower than that required by the 
conservation laws. Empirical relations for breakup time and drag coefficient for liquid 
drops in gas shocks [ 103) suggest that shocks with a final equilibrium velocity (in the Iab 
frame) of 200-500 m sec-1 characteristic of complete detonations [26), give drop Weber 
numbers approximately 105 which will give fine fragmentation by Taylor breakup. 

However, recent experimental data [ 99) on behavior of coarse mixtures (dense disper
sions) and single drops and of mercury in water, subjected to lower velocity jumps 

, (1 0-100 msec-1 
), suggest that hydrodynamic fragmentation may also be effective for 

much weaker shocks, (Weber numbers approximately 105
) where the dominant mech

anism is boundary layer stripping. The nondimensional breakup time was similar tothat 
for gas/liquid systems, remaining roughly constant at a value between 3 and 5 over a very 
wide range of Weber numbers (1 02 -105 

). 

The drag coefficient in these experiments (approximately 2) was also similar tothat in 
gasliquid systems. 
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APPENDIX 3 

THE CAPTURE MODEL [79] 

The following four stages can be identified: 
1) Coarse mixing with large droplets of coolant separated by their vapor from the fuel. 
2) -Capture of a few small drops of coolant ("" 100 1J. diameter) by the surface of the 

fuel. A drop is said to be captured when microscopic vapor bubbles ("'"' (1 /1 0) 1J. diameter) 
attempt to grow at the interface with the fuel but cannot coalesce. ln this situation, heat 
is transferred rapidly through the vapor bubble by evaporation at the contact interface 
and condensation on the opposite face of the bubble. Capture can only occur when the 
following two conditions are satisfied. 

a) contact temperature is higher than the spontaneaus nucleation temperature but 
lower than the critical temperature of the coolant 

b) the thermal boundary layer at the time of acoustic relief must be sufficiently thick 
to support a vapor cavity of the critical size but not thick enough to allow the bubbles to 
grow into the saturated lfquid. lf the boundary layer is between these two Iimits, the 
bubble will grow to a maximum radius given by "the intersection of the mechanical 
stability line and the thermal boundary layer." Since the acoustic relieftime increases 
with drop size, only small drops can be captured. ln support of this, data on Freon 12 
drops on 01;1 mineral oil are quoted [56]. 

3) Individual captured drops are heated up to the spontaneaus nucleation temperature 
and explode, producing shock waves which Iead to incoherent fragmentation of the 
adjacent coolant drops. 

4) The mixture is then assumed tobe uniformly fragmented at the capture diameter 
("" 100 J.l.). The subsequent explosion of one or several drops causes the capture of all the 
other drops therefore producing a coherent explosion. 

As a comment on this model the following must be said: 
a) A consequence of this model is that fine fragmentation of coolant must be achieved 

before a large scale vapor explosion can occur. This is in cantrast with experimental visual 
evidence [51] and [50] which showed only coarse mixing ahead of the interaction front. 

b) The model cannot explain explosions at a contact temperaturehigher than the 
critical temperature like tin, aluminum, silver/water, molten metal/water, steel and 
water [50]. 

c) The hypothesis that the microscopic bubble cannot grow beyond its maximum 
value during the heating of the captured drop, which takes about 500 IJ.Sec, is not self 
consistent. ln fact, according to the model, after only 10 J.I.Secs. the bubble should grow 
without Iimit because there is no intersection between the mechanical stability line and 
the boundary layer. 

d) ln the model, it is said that the vapor bubble cannot grow until acoustic relief takes 
place. However, it can easily be shown that by applying a simple acoustic constraint, 
bubble growth is possible before acoustic relief. 
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e) lncoherent fragmentation is unlikely to produce mixture uniformly fragmented at 
the capture diameter (stage 3 tostage 4). ln fact, according to the model, the drops 
should explode as soon as they reach the capture diameter. 
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The basic rulcs of thc Boolcan algebra with restrictions on variables are briefly recalled. This specialtype of Boolean 
algebra allows one to handle fault trees of systems made of multistute (two or more than two states) components. 

Coherent systems are defined in the case of multistute components. This definition is consistent with that originally sug
gestcd by Barlow in the case of binary (two states) components. The basicproperlies of coherence are described and dis
cussed. Coherent Boolean functions arealso defined. It is shown that these functions are irredundant, that is they have only 
one base which is at the sametime completc and irrcdundant. However, irredundant functions arenot necessarily coherent. 

Finally a simplified algorithm for the calculation of the base of a (;oherent function is described. In the case that the 
function is not coherent, thc algorithm can be used to reduce the size of the normal disjunctive form of the function. This 
in turn eases thc application of the Nelson algorithm to calculate the complete base of the function. The sirnplified algo
rithm has been built in the computerprogram MUSTAFA-1. In a sample case the use of this algorithm caused a reduction 
of the CPU time by a factor of about 20. 

l. lntroduction 

The evaluation of the occurrence probability of 
the top event of a fault tree can be carried out by 
means of simulation methods (Monte-Carlo-type 
methods) or by means of analytical methods. Numer
ical simulation allows reliability information to be 
obtained for systems of almost any degree of com
plexity. However, this method provides only estimates 
and no parametric relation can be obtained. In addi
tion, since the failure probability of a systam is usu
ally very low, precise results can be achieved only at 
the expense of very long computational tim es. 

Analytical methods give more insight and under
standing because explicit relationships are obtainable. 
Results are also more precise because these methods 
usually give the exact solution of the problem. 

In 1970 Vesely [ 1] gave the foundations of the 
analytica! method for fault tree analysis. 

Vesely's theory was iinproved by the author. A 

* Principal Scientific Officer of the Commissinn of the 
European Community; delegated to the Kernforschungs
zentrum Karlsruhe. 
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computer program for fault tree analysis was devel
oped based on this theory [2,3]. This computer pro
gram proved to be the best analytical program for fault 
tree analysis in the Federal Republic of Germany [ 4] . 
Vesely's method can be applied only to coherent sys
tems with binary (two states) components. Another 
important Iimitation of the method isthat the 
Boolean function which describes the top variable of 
the fault tree must not contain negated variables. Fin
ally the theory does not give any indication on how 
to handle statistically dependent components. 

Since there are components ( e.g. a switch) which 
have more than two states, a theory was developed 
by the author in 1977 [ 5] to handle systems with 
multistate components. Here the basic idea to associ
ate the primary variables with the states of the prim
ary components instead than with the primary com
ponents was introduced. In addition the basic 
Boolean algorithms were described. In 1978 the 
author [6] showed that the technique of multistate 
super-components can be used to remove statistical 
dependencies from a fault tree. 

An interesting feature of the method proposed in 
[5] and [6) isthat the Boolean function which de-
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scribes the top variable of the fault tree does not 
necessariiy need tobe coherent. In addition Boolean 
functions containing negated variables can be treated. 

A formalization of the theory by means of the so 
calied 'Böolean algebra with restriction on variables' 
has been developed by the author in [7], [ 8] and 
[ 12]' 

The coherent systems constitute a very important 
class of technical systems. Barlow [9] gives the defini
tion of a coherent system in the case of a system made 
of binary primary components. Herewewant to 
define a coherent system in the more general case of 
multistate primary components and to described and 
discuss its properties. · 

2. Generalities on the Boolean algebra with restrictions 
on variables 

According to what is said in the introduction, the 
basic idea of the Boolean algebra with restrictions on 
variables is that of associating the primary variables 
(literals) with the states of the primary components 
instead of with the primary components. 

A primary component will be indicated by the 
smallletter e followed by an integer positive number 
(e 1, e2, e3, etc.). In generalweshall have ej with j = 

1, 2, ... , m, where 'm' is the total number of primary 
components contained in the system. 

Astate of a primary component will be indicated 
by the same notation of the primary component to 
which it belongs followed by a positive integer number 
as an index (ej 1, eh, eiJ, etc.). In general we shali have 
ejq with q = 1, 2, ... , nj, where nj is the total number 
of states belanging to primary component cj. 

We now assoeiate with eaeh state cjq a Boo!ean 
variable Cj q whieh takes the value 1 (true) if primary 
eomponent ej oceupies state ejq and the value 0 (false) 
1j' ej does not oceupy ej qo 

The event 

{Cj = 1} ::== ei 
q tq ' (1.1) 

indicates that primary component ej occupies state 
eiq· 

Conversely, the event 

nj 

{Ciq =0} == U ejk, k=l=q, 
k=l 

(1 .2) 

indicates that primary component (j Joes not occupy 
state (iq and therefore occupies one of its other pos
sible stat es. 

Note the one to one correspondence between state 
(iq (small e) and Boolean variable Ciq (capital C) asso
ciated with it. Wehave 

cj4 =<.,Cj4 =I}. 

and 

Cj = (q 4 = I } = { Cjq = 0} . 

(I .3) 

( 1.4) 

The binary variables Ciq are the primary l'ariab/es 
(/iterals ). They are not pairwise mutua/ly independm t. 

Since a primary component must occupy one of 
its states and can occupy only one state at a time, the 
variables Ciq must obviously satisfy the following two 
types of restrictions. 

Restrietion type 1. TI1e disjunction of all binary 
variables associated with the same primary component 
is always equal to I. 

llj 

V q 4 =I . 
q=l 

( 1.5) 

Restrietions type 2. The conjunction of two differ
ent binary variables associated with the same primary 
component is always equal to 0. 

Cjq A Cj k = 0 , q =I= k . ( 1.6) 

Note that there is only onc Restrietion type I and 
nj(nj- I )/2 Restrietions type 2. 

The following rule is also important. 
Rute 1 (Complement rufe). A negated (complemen

ted) Iitera! is equal to the disjunction of all remaining 
literals belanging to the same primary component. 
that is, 

"i 
qq = V Cik , k =I= q . 

k=J 
(I. 7) 

It has been shown in [7], [8] and [ 12] that the 
Boolean algebra with restriction on variables allows 
one to operate on Boolean variables in a way similar 
to the traditional Boolean algebra, but with the addi
tional rules given by eqs. ( 1.5)---( I. 7 ). 

The following definitions have already been parti
ally introduced in [7], [8] and fl2] and will be used. 
throughou t this paper. 
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Definition 1. A nwnomia/ is a conjunction of literals. 
Note that by definition a monomial does not contain 
negated literals. 

Definition 2. A zero monomial is a monomial which 
is always equal to zero. A monomial is identical with 
zero if it contains at least two different literals of the 
same primary component. If Bis a primary compo
nent and Bi and Bk are two different literals of B. we 
have 

( 1.8) 

Definition 3. A Iitera! is said tobe obligatory if its 
deletion in a given monomial alters the truth table 
of the monomial. Repeated literals arenot obligatory. 

B; 1\ B; = B;. ( 1.9) 

Definition 4. An irredundant monomial isanon zero 
monomial which contains only obligatory literals. 

Definition 5. A complete monomial (minterm) is an 
irredundant monomial which has a number of literals 
equal to the number of primary components present 
in the system. 

Definition 6. Two monamials (say x1 and Xk) are said 
tobe mutually exclusive if the monomial resulting 
from their conjunction is a zero monomial 

(1.1 0) 

Definition 7. If two irredundant monamials are such 
that the first (say x1) contains allliterals of the second 
one (say X k), the first monomial implies the second 
one. The first monomial (Xj) is called subsuming mono
mial and the second one (Xd subsumed monomial. 

Definition 8. A disjunctive form of a Boolean function 
is any disjunction of monamials which is equivalent to 
the function. 

Definition 9. 'The disjunctive canonical form of a 
Boolean function is that disjunctive form of the 
function in which every monomial is complete. 

Definition 10. A monomial belanging to a disjunctive 
form of a Boolean function is said to be obligatory if 

its deletion in the disjunctive form alters the truth 
table of the function. 

A monomial is not ob Iigatory if (I) it is a zero 
monomial, or (2) it subsumes another monomial of the 
disjunctive form, or (3) it is implied by the disjunction 
of two or more other monamials of the disjunctive 
form. 

Definition 11. A disjunctive form of a Boolcan func
tion is called a nurmal disjunctive j(mn if (I) allmono
mials arc irredundant and (2) no subsuming monomial 
is contained in it. 

Definition 12. An irretlundan t disjunc tive j(Jmz of a 
Boolean function is a normal disjunctive form of thc 
function which ccases tobe a disjunctive form of the 
function if one of its monomials is removed (deleted). 

Definition 13. An irredundant monornial (say X) is 
said to be a prime monomial ( or prime implican t) of 
a Boolean function (say TOP) if (I) X implics the 
TOP and (2) every subsumed rnonomial Y obtained 
from X by replacing one of its literals with I does 
not imply the TOP. 

Definition 14. A base of a Boolcan function is any 
disjunction of prime monamials which is equivalent 
to the function. 

Definition 15. The compfete base of :J 13oolean func
tion is the disjunction of all its primc monomials. 

Definition 16. An irredundant base of a Boole:Jn func
tion is a base which ceases tobe a basc if one of ils 
prime monamials is removcd (deleted ). 

Definition 17. The three simpltjication ru/es, which 
allow one to get anormal disjunctive form from a 
disjunctive form of a Boolean function. are the fol
lowing: 

( 1) Delete the repeated literals of a monomial 
(idempower law). 

(2) Delete zero monomials (exclusion law). 
(3) Delete subsuming monamials ( absorption law ). 

Definition 18. The complement (negation) of a 
Boolean function is obtained by replacing in the 
function (l) each Iitera! by its complement (that is 
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by the disjunction of all other literals belonging to 
the same primary component), (2) each disjunction 
(v) by a conjunction (/\) and (3) each conjunction (/\) 
by a dusjunction (v). 

Definition 19. The Nelson algorithm is a special algo
rithm which allows one to calculate the complete 
base of a Boolean function from any one of the nor
mal disjunctive forms. 

The algorithm consists simply in complementing 
anormal disjunctive form of a Boolean function and 
then in complementing its complement. After each 
complement operation the three simplification rules 
are applied to the result. 

The Nelson algorithm is described in [7] and [8]. 

In the following we shall use indifferently both 
notations '·' and '1\' to indicate the operation of con
junction. 

3. Coherent systems 

In the Iiterature great importance is given to the 
concept of coherence. Some authors argue that most 
technical systems are coherent. Barlow [9] claims that 
coherence is synonymous of good design. 

"A physical system would bc quite unusual ( or pcrhaps 
poorly designcd) if improving the pcrformance of a com
ponent (that is, replacing a failcd component by a func
tioning componcnt) caused the systcm to dcteriorate 
(that is, to change from the functioning state to the failed 
state). Thus we restriet consideration to structure func
tions that are monotonically increasing in cach argument. 
Also, to avoid trivialities we will, whcrever possible, elim
inate consideration of any system whosc state does not 
dcpcnd on thc statc of its components. 

Definition. A system of components is coherent if (a) its 
structure function is incrcasing and (b) each component 
is relevant, [9j." 

Note that in (9] the structure function of a system 
takes the value 1 if the system is intact and the value 
0 it it is failed. 

The author [8] has shown the relationship between 
a Boolean function, and its associated structure func
tion and that one can operate with Boolean functions 
instead of structure functions. Kuntzmann [ 10] defines 
also increasing and decreasing Boolean functions. We 

shall refer here to Boolean functions and we shall 
adopt the following conventions. 

(i) Each primary component is given a Boolean 
binary variable which takes the value 1 if the compo
nent is failed and the value 0 if it is intact. 

(ii) The complete set of all elementary failed states 
of a system is called the failed state of the system. 

(iii) The Boolean binary variable associated with 
the failed state of the system is called TOP. 

(iv) If the system is in its failed state the variable 
TOP takes the value 1. If the system is not in its 
failed state the variable TOP takes the value 0. 

(v) The value 1 is !arger than 0 (1 > 0). 
Taking into account the above conventions, 

Barlow's definition [9] can be written as follows 

Definition. A system of components is coherent if (a) 
its Boolean function TOP is increasing and (b) each 
component is relevant. 

A Boolean function (with binary primary compo
nents) which is monotonic (increasing or decreasing) 
in each Iitera! has the following two properties [ 10]. 

(1) Each prime implicant of an increasing Boolean 
function contains only literals but not negated literals 
(i.e. only the failed state and not the intact state of 
the primary components) and conversely each prime 
implicant of a decreasing Boolean function contains 
only negated literals. 

(2) The function has only one base which is com
plete and irredundant at the same time. 

Note that the second property can be shown to be 
a consequence of the first one [ 10]. 

An interesting feature of coherent systems with 
binary primary components is that the two above 
properties are symmetric, that is they hold for both 
Boolean functions: that associated with the failure 
of the system (TOP) as weilasthat associated with its 
success (TIW). For this reason the definition of 
coherence based on the TIW (Barlow [9]) is perfectly 
equivalent to that based on the TOP. Weshall see 
later that this does not hold in general in the case of 
systems with multistute components. 

The problern of defining a rnonotonic Boolean 
function in the case of systems with multistute com
ponents is not straight forward, and is perhaps un
necessary. 

Some authors [ 11] extend the concept of a 
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monotonic Boolean function to the case of multi
state components by introducing an ordered set of 
values for each primary component. This approach 
can be applied only to problems in which a decreasing 
( or increasing) scale of values can be assigned to the 
states of the primary components (from the intact 
state which is the least failed to the complete failed 
state which is the most failed). Many technical systems 
however cannot be treated by using an ordered /ogic. 
1t would be in fact very hard to decide whether or not 
the state 'failed closed' of a circuit breaker is more 
failed than the state 'failed open'. In addition for a 
given component the ordered scale of values may 
depend upon the system to which the component 
belongs and may therefore change from system to 
system. 

We have used in our paper a 11011-ordered lugic 
which can be applied in principle to any type of 
problem. For this reason it is difficult to extend the 
concept of monotonic Boolean function to the case 
of the Boolean algebra with restrictions on variables. 

We can however define a coherent system by refer
ring to some physical properties of the system. The 
following definition is proposed. 

Definition 20. A system is said tobe coherent (a) if 
each primary component is relevant and (b) if deteri
oration of the performance of an intact primary com
ponent ( that is replacing the intact component by the 
same component in anyone of its possible failed 
states) causes the system to deteriorate (that is the 
system remains failed it is was originally failed, and it 
becomes failed or it remains intact if it was originally 
intact ). 

Conversely one could also propose the following 
definition which is fully equivalent to the one given 
above. 

Definition 21. A system is said to be coherent (a) if 
each primary component is relevant and (b) if im
proving the performance of a failed primary compo
nent (that is replacing the failed component in any
one of i ts possible failed states by the same com
ponent in the intact state) causes the system to im
prove ( that is the system remains intact if it was 
originally intact and it becomes intact or it remains 
failed if it was originally failed). 

We introduce also the definition of an irredundant 
Boolean function. 

Definition 22. A Boolean function is said to beirre
dundant if it has only one base which is at the same 
time complete and irredundant. 

According to Theorem 2 of Appendix A, the fol
lowing rule can be stated. 

Rufe 2. A sufficient condition for a Boolean func
tion tobe irredundant is that at least one Iitera! of 
each primary component does not appear in the com
plete base of the function. 

The following two properties hold in the case of 
coherent systems. 

Property 1. No prime implicant of the Boolean 
function TOP associated with the failed state of a 
coherent system contains an intact Iitera! ( that is a 
Iitera! associated with the intact state of the primary 
components ). 

Property 2. A Boolean function which satisfies 
Property 1 is irredundant. 

Property 1 is proved by Theorem 1 in Appendix A. 
Property 2 is proved by Step 2 and 3 of Theorem 2 
in Appendix A. 

We shall assign the attribute 'coherent' also to the 
Boolean function TOP which is associated with the 
failed state of a coherent system and which there
fore satisfies the two above properties. 

Since the Boolean functions which satisfy Property 
1 satisfies also Property 2, one could define a coherent 
function by referring to Property 1 only. 

Definition 23. A Boolean function is said tobe coher
ent if the intact Iitera! of each primary component 
relevant to the function does not appear in the com
plete base of the function. 

It is important to point out that a coherent func
tion is irredundarrt butthat an irredundarrt function 
is not necessarily coherent. 

An important feature of coherent Boolean func
tions is the following: 
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lf a Booiean function (TOP) is coherent, its com
plement (TOP) is not necessarily coherent (no sym
metry in general). However. if all primary components 
are binary, the complemented function TOP is also 
coherent because all its prime implicants do not con
tain any failed Iitera! (that is any Iitera! associated 
with the failed state of the binary primary compo
nents ). 

The concepts of coherence and irredundance are 
very useful, because they allow one to apply some 
rules which may enormously simplify the calculation 
of the complete base of a Boolean function. 

Rule 3. If a normal disjunctive form of a Boolean 
function is such that at least one Iitera! of each primary 
component relevant to the function does not appear 
in it, the function is irredundant, and the normal dis
junctive form is the only base of the function. 

For the proof of Rule 3 see Theorem 2 in Appen
dix A. Here we apply Rule 3 to an exampie. 

We consider the following Booiean functiort, which 
is obtained by solving the fault tree of fig. 1. This 

Primary Componento 

Notation Numbtr 
ot Stolos 

G ~ 

c 2 
F 3 
L 3 

Fig. 1. Fault tree. 

fault tree (which refers to a simplilled electric power 
supply system) has been constructed and solved in 
[7] andin [8]. 

TOP=C1 v/,1 · Ft vF1· G3 vG3·/,z vL1· Gz 

vGt vF2 · G2. 
(2.1) 

In eq. (2.1) the primary components are G. C. Fand 
L have respectively 4. 2. 3 and 3 states. The literals 
associated with the intact states are respectively G4 • 

C2. F3 and L3. 
Since the literals associated with the intact states 

of all primary components do not appear in eq. (2.1 ), 

the function TOP is coherent and. according to Rule 3. 
eq. (2.1) is the only base of the function. 

Definitior, 24. The coherent jimction <I) associated 
with the Boolean jimction TOPisthat function gener
ated from any normal disjunctive form of the TOP 
by replacing all intact literals by I and by applying 
the absorption rule among the monomials. 

<I>= [TOP] all intul't literuls rcplal'cll 

by I + absorption ruk. 

We pointout that, due to Rule J, eq. (2.2) is 
already the only base of <1>. 

(2.2) 

Due to the way in which the function has been 
generated, one can easily verify that TOP implies <I>, 
that is 

TOP 1\ ~ = TOP . 

Since TOP implies <1>, we obviously have 

E{TOP} ~I::'{ <I>}. 

Eq. (2.4) is Rule 4. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Rufe 4. The expected value of the coherent func
tion <I> associated with a Boolean function TOP is an 
upper bound of the expected value of the Iutter. 

Let us now consider a generic prime implicant of 
~. Due to the fact that the TOP is an implicant of <I> 
[eq. (2.3)], we can state the following rule (see 
Theorem 3 of Appendix A). 

Rule 5. Any implicant of the Boolean function 
TOP, which is also a prime implicant of its associated 
coherent function ~, is a prime implicant of the TOP. 
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An important corollary follows straightforwardly 
from the above rule. 

Corollary. lf all prime implicants of the coherent 
function 11> associated with a given Boolean function 
TOPare also implicants of the TOP, the two func
tions <I> and TOP are identical. 

The above definitions, rules and corollaries allow 
us to identify a simplified algorithm for the calcula
tion of the base of a coherent Boolean function. 

Algorithm (Calculation of the complete base of a 
coherent Boolean function). 

Step 1. Calculate complete base of the coherent 
function <I> associated with a given Boolean function 
TOP from the associated normal disjunctive form of 
the latter by replacing all intact literals by 1 and by 
applying the absorption rule among the monomials. 

Step 2. Checkthat each prime implicant of <I> is 
also an implicant of the TOP. If the result of the test 
is positive, the two functions TOP and <I> are identical. 

The test of Step 2 is described in Appendix B. 
Note that the above algorithm allows one to cal

culate the only base of the TOP if and only if the 
TOP is coherent. It is important to point out that, 
whilst most technical systems appear to be coherent, 
to the best knowledge of the author there exist no 
general mathematical rules which allow one to esta
blish a priori the coherence of any system. Step 2 of 
the algorithm can therefore be understood as a test 
for finding out a posteriori whether or not the sys
tem is coherent. 

We apply now the simplified algorithm to the fol
lowing Boolean function which is obtained by solving 
the fault tree of fig. 2. This fault tree refers to the 
same simplified electric power supply system of the 
fault tree of fig. 1. The fault tree of fig. 2 has also 
been constructed and solved in (7] and in (8]. 

TOP= Ct V F2 · G1 V F2 · G2 V L2 · G1 V L2 · G3 

vG1·F3·L1 vG2·F3·L1 vF1·G1·L3 

v F1 · G3 · L3 vF1 · L1 vG1 · F3 · L3. 
(2.5) 

The literals associated with the intact states of the 
primary components are: G4, F3, L3 and C2. We 

Primory Compontnts 

Notation NumbtH' 
ol Stot .. 

G 4 
c 2 
F 3 
L 3 

Fig. 2. Fault tree. 

replace now by 1 the above literals in eq. (2.5) 
(Step 1). 

We get 

<1>= C1 VF2 · Gt VF2 · G2VL2 · Gt VL2 · G3 

vF1·G3·1vF1·LtVGt·l·l. (2.6) 

Eq. (2.6) can be written as follows 

<I>= C1 V F2 · G1 V F2 · G2 V L2 · Gt V L2 · G3 

(2.7) 

Eq. (2.7) contains the monomial G 1 which is implied 
by the monomials F 2 • G 1 , L2 • G 1, G 1 · L 1 and F 1 · G 1· 
These monomials can therefore be deleted (absorption 
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rule). Eq. (12.7) becomes finally 

<t>"" C1 V F2 · G2 V L2 • G3 VG2 · L1 V F1 · G3 

(2.8) 

which is identical with eq. (2.1). 
By applying the test described in Appendix B 

(Step 2), it is easy to show that each monomial of 
eq. (2.8) is an implicant of the TOP. We can there
fore conclude that eq. (2.8) is the only base of the 
TOP. 

The complete base of TOP ( eq. (2.8)) can be ob
tained from eq. (2.5) by applying the Nelson algo
rithm. This has been shown in [7] andin [8]. The 
sirnplified algorithm described in this paper is less 
general than the Nelson algorithm because it can be 
applied only to coherent Boolean functions. How
ever the simplified algorithm, if applicable, is much 
simpler than the Nelson algorithm and requires much 
less computing time. 

Before closing this chapter we want to show by 
means of an example that the property of coherence 
is not necessarily symmetric. 

We complement eq. (2.5) and we reduce the result 
to a normal disjunctive form, which is the complete 
base of TOP. We get 

. (Fl VG3 vr3). (FI VLJ). (GI vF3 VL3). 

Now we have (2.9) 

(2.IO) 

k=Fq, k=I,2,3,4, (2.II) 

k =F q , k = I, 2, 3 , (2.12) 

and 

k =F q , k = I, 2, 3 , (2.I3) 

By taking into account eqs. (2.10) to (2.13), eq. (2.9) 

becomes 

(2.I4) 

We execute the operations of eq. (2.I4) and we 
apply the three simplification rules. We get 

TOP= C2 · G2 · F1 · L2 VC2 · G2 · F1 · L3 

(2.I5) 

The function TOP is not coherent because allliterals 
of the prirnary components Fand L appear in its com
plete base [eq. (2.I5)]. 

By properly applying the irnplication test described 
in Appendix B (see Appendix B) it is possible to show 
that each monomial of eq. (2.I5) is obligatory. The 
function TOP is therefore irredundant but not coher
ent. 

4. Conclusions 

Coherent systems have been defined in the case of 
systems made of multistate (two or more than two 
states) prirnary components. 
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This definition is consistant with that originally 
suggested by Barlow [9] in the case of systems with 
binary components. 

Irredundant and coherent Boolean functions have 
also been defined. The properties of coherence have 
been described and discussed. This has Iead to a sim
plified algorithm which allows one to calculate the 
base of a coherent Boolean function. 

In addition the algorithm may contribute to 
reduce the size of a normal disjunctive form of a 
Boolean function (TOP) also in the case in which the 
function is not coherent. In fact, whenever a prime 
implicant X of the associated coherent function c:I> is 
found to be an implicant of the TOP (Step 2 of the 
algorithm), X can be written in the Iist of the mono
mials of the TOP. All monamials of the TOP which 
subsume X can be deleted ( absorption rule ). The 
Nelson algorithm is then applied to thc reduced nor
mal disjunctive form of the TOP and the complete 
base is calculated. 

The algorithm has been built in the Karlsruhe 
computerprogram MUSTAFA-1, which can handle 
fault trees of systems with multistate components 
([7] and [8]). In a sample case the algorithm reduced 
the computing (CPU) time of the complete base by a 
factor of about twenty. 

Appendix A 

Theorem I. No prime implicant of the Boolean func
tion TOP associated with the failed state of a coherent 
system contains an intact Iitera!. 

Proof. We argue ad absurdum. Let us consider a prime 
implicant (say X) of the TOP. If X were to contain an 
intact Ii teral ( say A 1 ), we could write 

(A.l) 

where M is a monomial and A is a primary component 
with n A literals. All other monomials 

i = 2, 3, ... , llA , 

would necessarily all be implicants of the TOP, be
cause otherwise deterioration of the performance of 
primary component A could cause (in some system 
configurations) the system to improve. This would be 
in cantrast with the definition of coherent system 

(see Definition 20). Since 

(A.2) 

monomial M would be an implicant of the TOP and X 
( eq. A.l) could not therefore be a prime implicant of 
the TOP. This is in cantrast with the initial assump
tion, that Xis a prime implicant of the TOP. 

Theorem 2. Jf anormal disjunctive form of a 
Boolean function is such that at least one Iitera! of 
each primary component relevant to the function 
does not appear in it, the Boolean function is irre
dundant, i.e., the normai disjunctive form is the only 
base of the function. 

Let us indicate with TOP the Boolean function and 
with X; a generic monomial of a normal disjunctive 
form of the TOP. We can write 

11 

TOP= V X;, (A.3) 
i= I 

where n is the total number of monomials. Let us indi
cate with A, B, C, etc. the primary components. With
out any loss of generality we can assume that the first 
Ii teral of each com ponent (A 1 , B 1 , C 1, etc.) does not 
appear in the normal disjunctive form of the TOP. 

Proof. The proof is carried out in three steps and we 
argue ad absurdum throughout. 

Step 1. The normal disjunctive form is a base of 
the function i.e., each monomial X; is a prime impli
cant. 

Step 2. The base is irredundant, i.e., each prime 
implicant is obligatory. 

Step 3. The base is complete, i.e., no other prime 
implicant of the function exists. 

Ad Step 1 
We select a primary component (say A). By group

ing tagether all monamials \vhich contain the same 
literal Aq. we can write the TOP (eq. (A.3)) as fol
lows 

nA 

TOP= V (Aq 1\ <I>q) v'l!, (A.4) 
q=2 

where n A is the total number of literals belanging to 
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A and <l>q, '11 are Boolean functions (in normal dis
junctive form) which do not contain any literal of A. 

We consider now a monomial x1 of eq. (A.3) which 
contains the literal Ak· We can write x1 as the con
junction of A k and of the monomial Mki which con
tains no Iitera! of A. The monomial M ki is therefore 
subsumed by x1. In addition Mki is a monomial which 
implies <l>k because of eq. (A.4). 

We have therefore 

(A.S) 

and 

(A.6) 

If Mki were also an implicant of the TOP, we could 
write 

(A.7) 

Eqs. (A.4), (A.6) and (A.7) obviously require Mki to 
be also an implicant of '11, that is 

(A.8) 

Since '11 does not contain at least one Iitera! of 
each relevant primary component and Mki is an impli
cant of '11, M ki should necessarily either appear directly 
in the expression of '11 or subsume a monomial of '11. 
In both cases the subsuming monomial x1 would be 
deleted because of the absorption rule. Since this 
result would be in cantrast with the original assump
tion that the disjunction form of the TOP is normal, 
the monornial Mk/ cannot be an implicant of the TOP. 
By repeating the above procedure for all other literals 
of Xi, we would come to the conclusion that no sub
sumed monomial of x1 can be an implicant of the 
TOP. This is equivalent to saying that x1 is a prime 
implicant. 

Since each monomial x1 is a prime implicant, eq. 
(A.3) is a base of the TOP. 

Ad Step 2 
We consider the Boolean function cx1 which one 

obtains from the base of the TOP (eq. (A.3)) by 
deleting the arbitrarily selected prime implicant x1. 

We consider now the Boolean function ßi ob
tained from cx1 by deleting all monamials which are 

mutually exclusive with x1 and by replacing by 1 (in 
each surviving prime implicant) allliterals which are 
contained in x1. This is equivalent to writing 

ß1 = [cxj]x1=t . (A.9) 

We pointout that no intact Iitera! is present in ßi· 
We expand now ßi into its canonical form. We 

point out that the complete monomial resulting from 
the conjunction of all flrst literals of the primary 
components relevant to ßi is not contained in the 
canonical form of ß1. This is equivalent to writing 
that ß1 is not identical with 1. 

ßi =/= 1 . (A.10) 

If x1 were not an obligatory prime implicant of the 
TOP, we would have 

CXj =TOP, (A.11) 

and therefore 

ß1 = [cxj)x1=t = [TOP)xrt = 1 (A.l2) 

Since eq. (A.1 0) does not agree with eq. (A.l2), Xi 
must be an obligatory prime implicant. 

By repeating the above procedure for each prime 
implicant, one shows that all prime implicants are 
obligatory. 

Since all prime implicants are obligatory, the base 
of the TOP [eq. (A.3)] is irredundant. 

Ad Step 3 
We consider a monomial Y which subsumes none 

of the prime implicants of the irredundant base of 
the TOP (eq. (A.3)). 

We consider now the Boolean function 'Y obtained 
from the TOP by deleting all prime implicants which 
are mutually exclusive with Y and by replacing by I 
(in each surviving prime im plican t) all Ii terals which 
are contained in Y. This is equivalent to writing 

'Y =[TOP] Y=l. (A.l3) 

We point out that no intact Iitera! is present in 'Y· 
We expand now 'Y into its disjunctive canonical 

form. We observe that the complete monomial result
ing from the conjunction of all the flrst literals of the 
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primary components which are relevant to 'Y is not 
contained in the disjunctive canonical form of 'Y· This 
is equivalent to writing that 'Y is not identical with 1. 

(A.14) 

On the other hand, if Y were a prime implicant of the 
TOP, we should have, according to eq. (A.15), 

'Y = 1 . (A.15) 

Since eq. (A.15) obviously does not agree with eq. 
(A.14), we conclude that Y cannot be an implicant of 
the TOP and therefore the irredundant base (eq. (A.3)) 
is also complete. 

Theorem 3. Any implicant of the Boolean function 
TOP, which is also a prime implicant of its associated 
coherent function <1>, is a prime implicant of the TOP. 

Proof. We argue ad absurdum. We can write 

<I> = TOP v 'Ir , (A.16) 

where 'Ir is a Boolean function which implies <I> but 
not TOP. Let us indicate with X a prime implicant of 
<I> which is also an implicant of TOP. We can write 
therefore 

XA<I>=X, (A.17) 

and 

X A TOP= X. (A.18) 

Let us indicate with Y any one of the monomials 
which are subsumed by X. Since Xis a prime impli
cant of <1>, we must have 

(A.19) 

We consider now the Boolean function Y A 1>. Taking 
into account eq. (A.16), we can write 

Y A <I>= (Y A TOP) v(Y A 'Ir). (A.20) 

If X were not a prime implicant of TOP, there would 
exist at least one monomial Y subsumed by X for 
which the following equation would hold 

Y A TOP= Y. 

Taking into account eq. (A.21), eq. (19) would 
become 

y A <I> = y V ( y t\ 'Ir)= y, 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

which does not agree with eq. (A.21). We conclude 

that eq. (A.21) does not hold and that we must have 

Y A TOP =F Y. (A.23) 

Since Xis an implicant of TOP ( eq. (A.18)) and 
every monomial subsumed by Xis not an implicant 
of TOP (eq. (A.23)), Xis a prime implicant of TOP. 

Appendix B 

Implication test for monamials 
Given two functions (say TOP and X), we say that 

X implies TOP if 

X A TOP= X, (B.1) 

eq. (B.1) can be used as a test to verify tha t X im
plies the TOP. 

Another possible way of testing that X is an impli
cant of the TOP is based on the following statement. 

lf ( 1) X implies TOP and (2) X takes the value 1, 
TOP takes the value 1 

[TOPlx= 1 = 1 . (B.2) 

The following equation is obtaineq by complement
ing both sides of eq. (B.2). 

[TOP]x_ 1 = 0. (B.3) 

The above statement can be changed into the follow
ing, by making use of eq. (B.3). 

lf (1) X implies TOP, and (2) X takes the value 1, 
the complement of TOP (TOP) takes the value 0. 

The last statement suggests the following implica
tion test in the case that the function TOP is given in 
a disjunctive form and the function Xis a monomial. 

The test is carried out in five steps: 

Step 1. Delete all monamials of TOP which are 
mutually exclusive with X. Call result a. 

Step 2. Replace by 1 in each monomial of o: 
every literal which is also present in X. Call result ß. 

Step 3. Delete in ß every subsuming monomial 
(absorption rule). Call result 'Y· 

Step 4. Complement 'Y and reduce it to a normal 
disjunctive form. Call result 'f. 

Step 5. Ifr = 0, Xis an implicant of TOP. 

We apply now the test to eq. (2.5) (TOP) and to 
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the monomial G1 . Wehave TOP of eq. (2.15). Wehave 

(B.4) 

X=G1. (B.S) 

The test is carried out as follows. 

Ad Step 1: 

(B.6) 

Ad Step 2: 

(B.7) 

Ad Step 3: 

(B.8) 

Ad Step 4: 

(B.9) 

Ad Step 5: 
Since 1:::: 0, the monomial G 1 is an implicant of 

TOP (eq. (B.4)). 

The implication test can be used to prove whether 
or not a monomial is obligatory. We consider the 
function TOP; obtained from the function TOP by 
removing the monomial X; which is intended tobe 
tested. If X; is not an implicant of TOP;, X; is an 
ob Iigatory monomial of the TOP. 

As an example we apply the test to the function 

VC2·G4 ·L3. (B.IO) 

We want to test the ninth monomial, that is 

(B.ll) 

By deleting the ninth monomial in eq. (B.l 0), we get 

TOP9 = C2 · G2 · F1 · L2 V C2 · G2 · F1 · L3 

V C2 · G2 · F3 · L2 V C2 · G2 · F3 · L3 

vc2 · G4 · F3 vC2 · G4 · L2 vC2 · G4 · L3. 
(B.l2) 

We apply now the implication test to the function 
given by eq. (B.l2). Wehave 

(B.l3) 

Step 2. ß = L2 V L3 . (B.14) 

(B.l5) 

S tep 4. 'f = L 1 • 

Step 5. Since 'f =I= 0, the monomial C2 · G4 · F2 is 
not an implicant ofTDP9 (eq. (B.l2)). 

Since the monomial C2 • G4 • F2 is not an impli
cant of TOP9, it is an obligatory monomial of TOP 
(eq. (B.lO)). 

By applying the test to each monomial of the TOP 
(eq. (B.lO)), it is possible to show that each monomial 
is ob Iigatory. 
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